
To: Members of the 
RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND 
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Councillor Michael Rutherford (Chairman)
Councillor Suraj Sharma (Vice-Chairman)
Councillors Gareth Allatt, Yvonne Bear, Julian Benington, Kim Botting FRSA, 
Josh King, Alexa Michael and Gary Stevens

Non-Voting Co-opted Members
Tajana Reeves, Bromley Youth Council

A meeting of the Renewal, Recreation and Housing Policy Development and Scrutiny 
Committee will be held at Bromley Civic Centre on TUESDAY 5 NOVEMBER 2019 
AT 7.00 PM 

MARK BOWEN
Director of Corporate Services

Copies of the documents referred to below can be obtained from
 http://cds.bromley.gov.uk/

PART 1 AGENDA
Note for Members: Members are reminded that Officer contact details are shown on each 
report and Members are welcome to raise questions in advance of the meeting.

STANDARD ITEMS

1   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND NOTIFICATION OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS 

2   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

3  QUESTIONS FROM COUNCILLORS AND MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
ATTENDING THE MEETING 
In accordance with the Council’s Constitution, questions that are not specific to reports 
on the agenda must have been received in writing 10 working days before the date of 
the meeting.

BROMLEY CIVIC CENTRE, STOCKWELL CLOSE, BROMLEY BRI 3UH

TELEPHONE: 020 8464 3333 CONTACT: Lisa Thornley
Lisa.Thornley@bromley.gov.uk

DIRECT LINE: 020 8461 7566
FAX: 020 8290 0608 DATE: 28 October 2019

http://cds.bromley.gov.uk/


Questions specifically relating to reports on the agenda should be received within two 
working days of the normal publication date of the agenda.  Please ensure that 
questions specifically relating to reports on the agenda are received by the Democratic 
Services Team by 5 pm on Wednesday 30 October 2019.

a   QUESTIONS FOR THE RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING 
PORTFOLIO HOLDER 

b   QUESTIONS FOR THE CHAIRMAN OF RENEWAL, RECREATION AND 
HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE 

4   MINUTES OF THE RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE 
MEETING HELD ON  3 SEPTEMBER 2019 (Pages 5 - 14)

5   MATTERS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES (Pages 15 - 26)

HOLDING THE RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING PORTFOLIO HOLDER TO 
ACCOUNT

6  PRE-DECISION SCRUTINY OF RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING 
PORTFOLIO REPORTS 
Portfolio Holder decisions for pre-decision scrutiny.

a   BUDGET MONITORING 2019/20 (Pages 27 - 34)

7   PRE-DECISION SCRUTINY OF EXECUTIVE REPORTS 

a   BECKENHAM LIBRARY AND CULTURAL VENUE - AUTHORITY TO 
PROCEED TO PROCUREMENT (Pages 35 - 78)

b   OPTIONS APPRAISAL FOR CHIPPERFIELD ROAD SITE (BROMLEY 
VALLEY GYMNASTICS CENTRE) (Pages 79 - 90)

c   PROVISION OF HOUSING AT WEST WICKHAM LIBRARY AND STATION 
ROAD CAR PARK, WEST WICKHAM (Pages 91 - 110)

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER ITEMS

8   HOUSING PERFORMANCE REPORT (Pages 111 - 120)

9   CONTRACT REGISTER (Pages 121 - 130)

10   RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE WORK 
PROGRAMME: JANUARY-MARCH 2020 (Pages 131 - 136)



PART 2 (CLOSED) AGENDA

11 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 AS AMENDED BY THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
(ACCESS TO INFORMATION) (VARIATION) ORDER 2006, AND THE FREEDOM 
OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 
The Chairman to move that the Press and public be excluded during consideration of 
the items of business listed below as it is likely in view of the nature of the business to 
be transacted or the nature of the proceedings that if members of the Press and public 
were present there would be disclosure to them of exempt information.

Items of Business Schedule 12A Description

12   PRE-DECISION SCRUTINY OF PART 2 (EXEMPT) EXECUTIVE REPORTS 

a   OPTIONS APPRAISAL FOR 
CHIPPERFIELD ROAD SITE (BROMLEY 
VALLEY GYMNASTICS CENTRE) 
(Pages 137 - 142)

Information relating to the 
financial or business affairs 
of any particular person 
(including the authority 
holding that information) 

b   PROVISION OF HOUSING AT WEST 
WICKHAM LIBRARY AND STATION ROAD 
CAR PARK, WEST WICKHAM - PART 2 
(Pages 143 - 146)

Information relating to the 
financial or business affairs 
of any particular person 
(including the authority 
holding that information) 

PART 2 (EXEMPT) POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER ITEMS

13  CONTRACT REGISTER - PART 2 
(Pages 147 - 148)

Information relating to the 
financial or business affairs of 
any particular person (including 
the authority holding that 
information) 
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RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Minutes of the meeting held at 7.00 pm on 3 September 2019

Present:

Councillor Michael Rutherford (Chairman)
Councillor Suraj Sharma (Vice-Chairman)
Councillors Gareth Allatt, Yvonne Bear, Julian Benington, 
Kim Botting FRSA, Josh King, Alexa Michael and 
Gary Stevens

Also Present:

Councillor Kathy Bance MBE, Councillor Peter Morgan 
and Councillor Angela Wilkins

25  APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND NOTIFICATION OF SUBSTITUTE 
MEMBERS

An apology for absence was received from Co-opted Member Tajana Reeves.

26  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Councillor Botting declared a standard interest as the owner of a property in London.

27  QUESTIONS FROM COUNCILLORS AND MEMBERS OF THE 
PUBLIC ATTENDING THE MEETING

27a QUESTIONS FOR THE RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING 
PORTFOLIO HOLDER 

Two questions for oral reply were received from Pam Hicks in regard to Agenda Item 
8 – Housing, Regeneration and Planning Portfolio Plan.  Those questions, together 
with the Portfolio Holder’s responses are set out below:-

Question 1

Appendix 1, Page 41, Point 9 – When will the formal consultation process be taking 
place in respect of the new housing strategy?

Response

The Council is currently consulting on the draft housing strategy.  Full details of the 
consultation and how to take part can be found at 
https://www.bromley.gov.uk/info/200052/housingadviceandoptions/1341/housingstra
tegyconsultation

The link would be e-mailed to Ms Hicks.
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Question 2

Can the Committee clarify why the contract award for the proposed development of 
temporary accommodation at Burnt Ash Lane car park is currently being prepared, 
when the planning application has not yet been submitted or approved?  Is this not 
premature and a possible waste of public resources?

Response

The Contract is essentially comprised of 2 key stages.  The scheme design and 
planning consideration and then the actual development subject to a successful 
planning application.  As such the contract award must proceed at this stage to 
enable the first stage of detailed design and planning consideration to commence.

Supplementary Question

So the design will be considered with the planning application?

Response

Yes, and alterations made if necessary either prior to or at the time of consideration.  
The timeframe for this will be 4 to 5 weeks.

27b QUESTIONS FOR THE CHAIRMAN OF RENEWAL, RECREATION AND 
HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE 

No questions were received.

28  MINUTES OF THE RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING PDS 
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON  2 JULY 2019

RESOLVED that the Minutes of the meeting held on 2 July 2019 be confirmed 
and signed as a correct record.

29  MATTERS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

Report CSD19131

Members considered matters outstanding from previous meetings.

RESOLVED to note that all outstanding actions from previous Minutes had 
been completed.
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30  PRE-DECISION SCRUTINY OF RENEWAL, RECREATION AND 
HOUSING PORTFOLIO REPORTS

30a CAPITAL PROGRAMME MONITORING - 1ST QUARTER 2019/20 

Report FSD19013
 
On 10 July 2019, the Council’s Executive received the 1st quarterly capital 
monitoring report for 2019/20 and agreed a revised Capital Programme for the four 
year period 2019/20 to 2022/23. 

Members of the RR&H PDS Committee considered the changes agreed by the 
Executive in respect of the Capital Programme for the Renewal, Recreation and 
Housing Portfolio.

RESOLVED that the Portfolio Holder be recommended to confirm the revised 
Capital Programme agreed by the Council’s Executive on 10 July 2019.

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER ITEMS

31  HOUSING, REGENERATION AND PLANNING PORTFOLIO PLAN

Report DRR19/048

As a result of changes to the Council’s departmental structure, a revised Portfolio 
Plan had been agreed with the Portfolio Holder for Renewal, Recreation and 
Housing.

Members of the PDS Committee were requested to consider the revised Portfolio 
Plan.

It was requested and agreed that numerical figures for planning determinations ie. 
people living in temporary housing and the number of people on particular schemes 
be included in future covering reports in addition to the updated Portfolio Plan.

The Director of Housing, Planning and Regeneration clarified that Appendix 1 - 
Housing, Regeneration and Planning Services (pages 41-45) related to services and 
day-to-day work.  Appendix 1 – Housing, Regeneration and Planning Projects 
(pages 46-50), referred to projects (time limited work) which were currently being, or 
soon to be, developed.

It was agreed that the Penge BID would be included in the Culture and Regeneration 
Category on page 41.

The review of the Allocations Scheme would include monitoring and maximising 
transfer nominations to ensure that optimum use of housing stock was achieved.
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RESOLVED that:-

1) the new Portfolio Plan be endorsed; and

2) progress on the delivery of the plan be scrutinised three times per year.

32  COUNCIL MOTION - ABOLITION OF SECTION 21 OF THE 
HOUSING ACT 1988

Report CSD19124

Members of the PDS Committee considered a motion which had been referred from 
a meeting of the full Council on 8 April 2019.

The motion (moved by Councillor Kathy Bance and seconded by Councillor Josh 
King) called on the Government to abolish Section 21 of the Housing Act 1988 which 
allowed landlords to evict tenants without having to establish any fault on the part of 
the tenant.

Visiting Member Councillor Bance confirmed there would be no cost to the Council in 
making its position clear to the Government but if the motion was rejected, the 
Council would fail in its duty to support vulnerable residents.   Agreeing the Motion 
would fulfil Members’ role as Councillors.  If the Government decided to end the 
Section 21 Act and strengthen the Section 8 Act, residents would not be thrown into 
crisis and whilst landlords could still take back their properties, it would be within a 
slightly longer timeframe.  Many landlords used the Section 21 Act as a means of 
selling properties from under tenants’ feet.  In so doing, the tenant’s housing benefit 
would cease whilst Council Tax still had to be paid, leaving the tenant to undergo 
weeks of uncertainty waiting for bailiffs to knock at their door.  Alternative 
accommodation was rarely offered until an eviction took place.  Private landlords 
should be forced to use fixed-term agreements as should housing associations.  
This could be done by amending the Section 8 Agreement.

The Chairman moved that further work be carried out on this matter as there were 
no particular details within the report to assist Councillors in understanding the 
impact generally on Bromley residents.

Whilst fully understanding Councillor Bance’s concern for residents, Councillor 
Stevens was cautious about forcing landlords to use fixed-term agreements as this 
could lead them to cease renting their properties. 

Councillor King spoke in support of agreeing the motion.  Section 21 had already 
been abolished in Scotland and a more balanced system existed in Germany.  As 
there was little available social housing stock in Bromley, the Council relied heavily 
on the private rental sector.  Agreeing the motion was a reasonable recommendation 
to follow.

The Portfolio Holder informed the Committee that he owned and let a number of 
small properties to some tenants who had occupied the properties for years without 
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any problem. He had never had an occasion to evict anyone.  In the majority, 
landlords only wanted their properties back due to issues with bad tenants.  Whilst 
he agreed that fixed term contracts were good, the resulting restrictions on landlords 
not being able to remove bad tenants could deter them from renting in future.  On 
this basis, Councillor Morgan wished to see further research undertaken.

Councillor Sharma seconded the motion that further work be carried out.

RESOLVED that further work be carried out on this matter.

33  COUNCIL MOTION - LIBRARY SERVICES

Report CSD19125

Members of the PDS Committee considered a motion which had been referred from 
a meeting of the full Council on 15 July 2019.

The motion (moved by Councillor Angela Wilkins and seconded by Councillor 
Vanessa Allen) requested that the RR&H PDS Committee undertake a 360 degree 
review of the services provided by Greenwich Leisure limited (GLL) under their 
contract to provide the borough’s library services.

Visiting Member Councillor Wilkins questioned how profit could still be achieved with 
a 25% reduction in costs to the service as implied by the contract.  The current strike 
action was primarily not brought about by the request for a 6% pay rise, but by 
concerns about staff terms and conditions.  GLL were not delivering the proposed 13 
training modules, employees were not receiving an ‘acting up’ salary, vacant 
positions were not filled but temporary and/or casual staff were being brought in. 

In comparing the last two monitoring reports, Councillor Wilkins noted that two 
questions which regularly received complaints, had been omitted from the customer 
satisfaction survey; these related to the cleanliness of toilets and opening hours.  
Should customer satisfaction levels fall by more than 5% then the contractor would 
incur a relatively large fine.  Therefore, by omitting these questions, it could be 
presumed that GLL were manipulating the survey.  This would be covered by an 
internal audit to address key risk areas.

In response to Councillor Wilkins, GLL confirmed that whilst costs had reduced by 
25%, the service had not. Councillor Wilkins referred to an APCOA parking contract 
report considered at a previous Environment and Community Services PDS meeting 
where it was reported that during the tendering process, the Council had told the 
contractors that the baseline for wages should be the National Minimum wage not 
the London Living wage.  As a result APCOA were unable to employ people due to 
the lower salaries offered.

Events were not continuing.  Penge Library used to support the Penge Festival but 
had been unable to for the past two years.  Some children’s events during the 
summer did not go ahead due to the strike action. 
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In summing up, Councillor Wilkins urged Members to agree the motion.    Further 
detailed information was needed on what and where resources were spent, some of 
which should be used to provide libraries i.e. Penge Library with a selection of books 
for ethnic communities.  

The Principal Client, Libraries reported that the 25% saving was based on the £6m 
figure for the year in which the transfer took place and included one-off capital 
payments to start the contract, additional refurbishment and IT equipment etc. and 
therefore did not reflect the normal revenue costs.

In regard to the omission of questions from the customer satisfaction survey, 
Members were informed that opening hours had not changed and respondents had 
been free to comment it they so wished; there was no attempt at concealment.  The 
question relating to toilets was not reported simply because the majority of libraries 
did not have any facilities on site.  However, both questions were now in the current 
survey.

Although some events were cancelled at the beginning of the industrial action, the 
majority of them had gone ahead as planned with additional activities brought in 
during the summer period.  It was agreed that a list of events that had taken place 
would be circulated to Members.

The issue of providing an ethnically diverse selection of books for the local 
population was included as part of the stock plan and was monitored to ensure they 
were purchased. 

A further review would take place in six months’ time, the results of which would be 
submitted to a meeting of the PDS Committee.

The Managing Director, GLL confirmed that the Union had been requested to 
provide details in regard to alleged non-payment of ‘acting-up’ salaries.  To date, no 
response had been received.  

Referring to the comparison made between APCOA and GLL’s contract, the 
Managing Director believed this to be disingenuous as the contract itself required 
GLL to pay the London Minimum wage.  A total of 65 members of staff had been on 
strike which had impacted on those left to provide the day-to-day service; as a result, 
casual staff were hired to cover staff deficit.  GLL were happy to discuss all issues 
with the Union should they be willing.

It was confirmed that a significant amount of the savings was achieved by the 
reduction in business rates due to GLL’s charitable status. The Principal Client, 
Libraries agreed to circulate exact figures to Members.

Councillor Wilkins stated that GLL should be aware of all details and reasons why 
industrial action was taking place and that they should sit down and discuss these 
with the Union.  Whilst the Principal Client, Libraries had stated that opening hours 
were unchanged, complaints had been received which referred to libraries not being 
open at the time they should have been.
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The Chairman moved (seconded by Councillor Allatt), that the motion be rejected on 
the basis that the contract was reviewed every six months and the service monitored 
on a regular basis.  Also, the internal audit would identify any existing breaches of 
contract.  

RESOLVED that the motion be rejected.

34  PROVISION OF LIBRARY SERVICES - CONTRACT 
PERFORMANCE REPORT

Report DRR19/010

Members considered an update on the Provision of Library Services contract with 
Greenwich Leisure Ltd (GLL) in regard to the last six months of operation.

Mr Mark Sesnan, Managing Director, GLL, attended the meeting.

The Chairman commented on what he considered to be a positive outcome of the 
performance review in regard to membership growth and the number of activities 
and events held.   Feedback from user surveys for the first and second quarters was 
requested.  The Principal Client, Libraries informed the Chairman that a more 
extensive on-line customer survey was currently underway, the results of which 
would be included in the next report to Committee.

It was agreed that the Principal Client, Libraries would circulate comparative figures 
for complaints received by other GLL operated libraries i.e. Greenwich and 
Wandsworth.  It was usual practice for attempts to be made to resolve complaints on 
the day they were made.  There had been no specific spike in complaints in 
Bromley.  The majority of complaints related to:-

 the lack of information to hand;
 fines;
 faulty IT equipment;
 slow-running wi-fi;
 insufficient books on display; and
 a better selection of books required.

All complaints had been adequately dealt with.

In regard to paragraph 8.6 (page 69), it was agreed that future reports would include 
a summary of complaints in addition to the compliments received.  A summary of 
complaints for this review would be circulated to Members.

In response to questions by Councillor King, Members were informed that the Stock 
Fund currently stood at £450k per annum.  Spend was monitored to ensure that it 
was used specifically for purchasing stock.  A breakdown of stock purchased by 
individual libraries would be formulated and circulated to Members.

A breakdown of refurbishment costs would also be provided. 
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More detail in regard to complaints received and resolved to the claimant’s 
satisfaction would be included in future reports.

Information on the number of children’s events which had not taken place due to the 
current industrial action, would be sent to Members.

In response to questions from visiting Member Councillor Wilkins, Members were 
informed that the gaps in the 2018 data as evidenced in paragraphs 5.5 and 5.6 
(page 64), was due to the change and transfer of the Library Management system.

Spot checks were undertaken every 2-3 months at each library and the outcome of 
these would be included in future reports.

Appendix 2 contained the correct number of KPI incidents.  It was explained that 
although one incident occurred at St Paul’s Cray Library, it was regarded as five 
incidents due to the fact that the sole self-service kiosk was out of order for five 
days.

The Chairman cautioned GLL to be mindful of KPIs in the future. 

The Managing Director, GLL reported that as a social enterprise, if there was no 
current Investment Plan, it was possible that funds may be shared with a leisure 
facility however, at no time would it count as profit and would always be reinvested 
to support and promote GLL’s social purpose through the services it operates.

Councillor Benington welcomed the changes that had taken place since the transfer 
of service which had resulted in more choices for children and services.

RESOLVED that the performance of the service provider in the last six months 
of the contract be noted.

35  TOWN CENTRES DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME UPDATE

Report DRR19/049

The report updated members on progress achieved in delivering the Town Centres 
Development Programme.

In regard to paragraph 3.6, it was reported that the two commercial units to be 
located on the pedestrianised High Street south of Bromley Central Library had now 
received planning permission.  The tender returns were being reviewed.

It was anticipated that the Masterplan for Orpington Town Centre would be complete 
within two years.  The Senior Regeneration Officer had met with the developer who 
would be responsible for bringing forward a whole scheme of improvements within 
the Masterplan.  An update report would be submitted to a future meeting of the 
PDS Committee.
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This was the final meeting to be attended by the Senior Regeneration Officer, Mr 
Virgil Rappa.  Members joined the Portfolio Holder in expressing their gratitude to Mr 
Rappa for the excellent work he had undertaken on behalf of the Council. 

RESOLVED that progress on the delivery of the Town Centres Development 
Programme be noted.

36  RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE 
WORK PROGRAMME (NOVEMBER 2019-MARCH 2020)

Report CSD19132

Members considered the renewal, Recreation and housing PDS Committee Work 
programme for the period November 2019-March 2020.

It was agreed that an update report in regard to the Chislehurst Library would be 
submitted to a future meeting of the PDS Committee.

An update report on homeless housing would be submitted to every future meeting 
of the PDS Committee.

RESOLVED that, subject to the addition of the above reports, the Renewal, 
Recreation and Housing PDS Committee Work Programme for the period 
September 2019-March 2020 be noted.

37  LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 AS AMENDED BY THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) (VARIATION) ORDER 
2006, AND THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000

The Chairman moved that the Press and public be excluded during consideration of 
the items of business listed below as it was likely in view of the nature of the 
business to be transacted or the nature of the proceedings that if members of the 
Press and public were present there would be disclosure to them of exempt 
information.

38  EXEMPT MINUTES OF THE RENEWAL, RECREATION AND 
HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE HELD ON 2 JULY 2019

RESOLVED that the exempt Minutes of the renewal, Recreation and Housing 
PDS Committee held on 2 July 2019, be confirmed and signed as a correct 
record.

___________________________

Any Other Business

Councillor Bear reported she had attended several meetings with officers from the 
Enforcement and Appeals section.  A database tracking appeals data back to 2016 
had been produced and included amongst others, information on call-ins, costs and 
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deciding body.  An outline report for Members to consult on the format and template 
for tracking appeals data would be submitted to the November meeting of the PDS 
Committee.

Councillor Bear expressed her thanks to Mr John Stephenson and his team for the 
excellent work carried out by them.

Councillor Benington was pleased to note the inclusion of the names of responsible 
officers in each section of Appendix 1 of the Housing, Regeneration and Planning 
Portfolio Plan. 

The meeting ended at 8.15 pm

Chairman
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Report No.
CSD19136

London Borough of Bromley

PART 1 - PUBLIC
 

Decision Maker: Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS Committee

Date: 5 November 2019

Decision Type: Non-Urgent Non-Executive Non-Key

Title: MATTERS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES

Contact Officer: Lisa Thornley, Democratic Services Officer
Tel:  020 8461 7566   E-mail:  lisa.thornley@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer: Mark Bowen, Director of Corporate Services

Ward: N/A

1. Reason for report

1.1 For Members to monitor progress against actions outstanding from previous meetings.

________________________________________________________________________________

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 That Members note the report.
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children

1. Summary of Impact: None

Corporate Policy

1. Policy Status: Existing policy.  The Committee is regularly updated on matters outstanding from 
previous meetings.

2. BBB Priority: Excellent Council.      
________________________________________________________________________________

Financial

1. Cost of proposal: No cost      

2. Ongoing costs: N/A.      

3. Budget head/performance centre: Democratic Services

4. Total current budget for this head: £358,740

5. Source of funding: 2019/20 revenue budget
________________________________________________________________________________

Personnel

1. Number of staff (current and additional): There are 8 posts (6.79 fte) in the Democratic Services 
Team.  

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours: Monitoring the Committee's matters 
outstanding can take up to two hours per meeting.  

________________________________________________________________________________

Legal

1. Legal Requirement: No statutory requirement or Government guidance.      

2. Call-in: Call-in is not applicable. The report does not involve an executive decision
________________________________________________________________________________

Procurement

1. Summary of Procurement Implications: N/A
________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Impact

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): The report is intended 
primarily for Members of this Committee. 

________________________________________________________________________________

Ward Councillor Views

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments?  No. 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  N/A
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3. COMMENTARY

This report provides updates on progess achieved in regard to requests made by the Committee 
at previous meetings.  Following each meeting, required actions are listed and monitored to 
ensure that any outstanding issues are addressed in a timely fashion.

All matters outstanding from previous Minutes have been completed as set out in Appendix A to 
this report.

Non-Applicable Sections: Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children, Policy, 
Financial, Personnel, Legal and Procurement Implications.

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact Officer)

- 
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PROGRESS ON MATTERS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS APPENDIX A

Minute Number/Title Updates/Feedback Requested Action By Current Status

Minute 33 – 03.09.19
Council Motion – Library Services 

A list of events that had taken place during the period 
of industrial action be obtained and circulated to 
Members.

Principal Client, 
Libraries / GLL

See Note 1 below

Minute 33 – 03.09.19
Council Motion – Library Services

Exact figures showing the significant amount of savings 
achieved by the reduction in business rates due to 
GLL’s charitable status to be circulated to Members.

Principal Client, 
Libraries / GLL

See Note 2 below

Minute 34 – 03.09.19
Provision of Library Services – 
Contract Performance Report

Comparative figures for complaints received by other 
GLL operated libraries i.e. Greenwich and Wandsworth 
to be circulated to Members.

Principal Client, 
Libraries / GLL

See Note 3 below

Minute 34 – 03.09.19
Provision of Library Services – 
Contract Performance Report

In regard to paragraph 8.6 (page 69), a summary of 
complaints received for the last review be circulated to 
Members.

Principal Client, 
Libraries / GLL

See Note 4 below

Minute 34 – 03.09.19
Provision of Library Services – 
Contract Performance Report

A breakdown of stock purchased by individual libraries 
to be formulated and circulated to Members.

Principal Client, 
Libraries / GLL

See Note 5 below

Minute 34 – 03.09.19
Provision of Library Services – 
Contract Performance Report

A breakdown of refurbishment costs to be provided to 
Members.

Principal Client, 
Libraries / GLL

See Note 6 below

Minute 34 – 03.09.19
Provision of Library Services – 
Contract Performance Report

Information on the number of children’s events which 
had not taken place due to the current industrial action 
to be sent to Members.

Principal Client, 
Libraries / GLL

See Note 1 below
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Note 1 
Minute 33 – 03.09.19 Council Motion – Library Services and Minute 34 – 03.09.19 - Provision of Library Services – Contract 
Performance Report

Events held during industrial action period and those cancelled

Library Children’s 
Activities 
Cancelled

Type of activity Reason for 
the activity 
not 
running 

Children’s 
Activities 
than ran 
as 
scheduled 

Type of Activity Adult 
Activities 
Cancelled

Type of Activity Adult 
Activities 
that ran as 
scheduled 

Type of Activity 

Bromley Central 36 Bounce & Rhyme 11
Story time 11
Lego 13
Books Aloud 0
Teen RG 1
Chatterbks 0
Other 0

36 x 
Shortage of 
skilled staff

42 Bounce & Rhyme 12
Story time 12
Lego 0
Books Aloud 13
Teen RG 0
Chatterbks 1

Other

22 Reading Group 
4
IT Training 9
Other outreach 
9

8 Reading Group 8

Beckenham 40 Bounce & Rhyme 12
Story time 8
Lego 9
Chatterbooks 3
Other 8

40 x 
Shortage of 
skilled staff

17 Crafty Saturdays X 15
Lego X 2

16 Reading Group 
3
IT Help 13

21 Reading Group 12
Knit ‘n Natter 9

Biggin Hill 3 Teen Reading Group 1
Chatterbooks 2

1 x lack of 
attendees
2 x extreme 
hot weather 
on parents’ 
request

34 Bounce & Rhyme 7
Storytime 7
Lego 4
Books Aloud 12
Teen RG 1
Chatterbks 0
Other 3

1 IT training 
(Cancelled by 
Community 
Outreach LA) 

34 Reading Group 6
Knit ‘n Natter 7
Morning talks, etc. 3
IT Training 12
Other 3

Burnt Ash 9 Baby Bounce 2
Storytime      N/A
Lego            0
Books Aloud 2
Teen RG       N/A
Chatterbooks 2
Other           3 (Stay and 
Play 1, Crafty Club 2)

9 x 
Shortage of 
skilled staff

17 Baby Bounce 4
Storytime      N/A
Lego            4
Books Aloud 0
Teen RG       N/A
Chatterbooks 0
Other           9        (Stay 
and Play 5, Lighthouse 
Nursery storytime visit 4)

None 7 Reading Groups      
3
Knit ‘n Natter          3
Morning talks, etc.   
1 (Ramadan coffee 
morning)       

Chilsehurst 9 Baby Bounce (Term Time 
Only): 7 sessions
Books Aloud (term Time 
Only): 1 session
Chatterbooks (Monthly): 1 
session

9 x 
Shortage of 
skilled staff

75 Lego: 14 sessions
Books Aloud (Term Time 
Only): 5 sessions
Chatterbooks (Monthly):2 
sessions
Pop in Playtime and Stay 
and Play:12
Other (Summer Holidays 
Activities):42 sessions

4 Reading Groups 
(Monthly):1 
sessions
Knit ‘n 
Natter/Social 
Saturday 
(Fortnightly):1 
session
Morning talks, 
etc.(Monthly): 2 
sessions

12 Reading Group 
(Monthly):5 sessions
Knit ‘n Natter/Social 
Saturday 
(Fortnightly):5 
sessions
Morning talks, 
etc.(Monthly): 1 
session
Other: 1 session
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Library Children’s 
Activities 
Cancelled

Type of activity Reason for 
the activity 
not 
running 

Children’s 
Activities 
than ran 
as 
scheduled 

Type of Activity Adult 
Activities 
Cancelled

Type of Activity Adult 
Activities 
that ran as 
scheduled 

Type of Activity 

Hayes None 49 Bounce & Rhyme 7
Lego 14
Other 13

None 8 Reading Groups 5
Morning talks etc. 3

Mottingham None 76 Bounce & Rhyme 12
Lego 16
Books Aloud 12
Teen RG 3
Chatterbks 3
Other 29

1 14 Reading Group 9
Morning talks, etc. 3
Dementia Friends 1

Orpington 9 Craft Saturdays 7
Babybounce 2

9 x 
Shortage of 
skilled staff

27 Storytime 14
Babybounce 12
Lego 4
Meet Police Dog 1

2 IT Help 2 34 Reading Groups 21
Knit 3
Morning Talks 3
Other 7

Penge 2 Chatterbooks    2 Shortage of 
skilled staff

16 Lego        13          
Teen RG      3       

4 Reading Group 
3
Craft 1

Reading Groups 6

Petts Wood 17 Books Aloud                1
TRG        2
Chatterbooks                2
School Visits                6
Empathy Day                1
Nursery visits     1
Assemblies                2
Fully Booked                1
Science Club                1

Shortage of 
skilled staff

44 Baby Bounce                15
Stay and Play                 7
Lego Club                2
Lego Drop-in                2
Books Aloud                6
Chatterbooks                1
School Visits                4
Nursery Visits     2
Fully Booked                1
Science Club                2
Saturday Bounce 2

1 Tea Time Talks
1

35 Reading Group   3
Craft and 
Chat                13
Tea Time Talks      2
Other Outreach 
(Ciji)      1
Hard of 
Hearing                2
Newspaper and 
Chat                19
                

Shortlands None 27 Bounce & Rhyme 7
Lego 14
Chatterbks 2
Other 4

None 6 Reading Groups 5
Morning talks etc. 3

Southborough 8 Baby Bounce 4
Stay and Play 4, 

8 x 
Shortage of 
skilled staff

14 Baby Bounce 2
Lego            8
Stay and Play 4

None 3 Reading Groups      
3

St. Paul’s Cray None 49 Bounce & Rhyme 7
Lego 14
Books Aloud 13
Teen RG 3
Chatterbks 2
Other 13

None 8 Reading Groups 5
Morning talks etc. 3

West Wickham 1 Lego Shortage of 
staff

64 Bounce & Rhyme 5
Lego 22
Teen RG 8
Chatterbks 4
Other 25

None 9 Reading Group 6
Library friends 2
Dementia Friends 1
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Note 2 
Minute 33 – 03.09.19 - Council Motion – Library Services
NNDR savings through commissioning the Library Service to a charitable social enterprise.

The average savings per annum obtained from the granting of rate relief are £326,500.

Note 3 
Minute 34 – 03.09.19 Provision of Library Services – Contract Performance Report
Comparative complaints figures

GLL London Library Partnership Year of transfer Number of Complaints -  first year of transfer 
Bromley 2018 132
Greenwich 2013 20
Wandsworth 2014 109

A large number of these complaints in Bromley were in relation to the events that were cancelled due to industrial action in Summer 2018.
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Note 4 
Minute 34 – 03.09.19 - Provision of Library Services – Contract Performance Report
Summary of complaints received in last review period

Theme of Complaints Received Jan - June 2019
Buildings No of complaints

Chairs Not Comfortable (Burnt Ash, Central) 3
Graffiti in stairwell (Orpington) 2
Study area too small (Biggin Hill) 1
Condition of furniture (Biggin Hill) 1
Heating /air conditioning (Central) 2
Lack of public  toilets (Central) 2
People eating in the library (Central) 1
Other customers are too loud (Mottingham) 1
Children’s Activities are too loud (Central) 1

ICT Equipment
Network issues (Orpington) 1
Design of Library website 1
Slow Internet speed (Orpington) 1
Not enough Wi-fi bandwidth (Central) 1

Library Stock
DVD Hire charges too expensive (Central) 1
Reservation collection (West Wickham) 1
Fines (Orpington) 2
Lack of new books on display (West Wickham) 1
Problem downloading eBooks (Central) 1

General
Bring back the Mobile Library 1
Email alerts not working 1
Total 26

Industrial Action - Comments received Jul –August 2019
Complaints received by the Council relating to the 
cancellation of activities during industrial action

27

Complaints received by GLL relating to the cancellation of 
activities during industrial action

17

Complaints received by GLL unrelated to industrial action 5
Total 49
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Note 5
Minute 34 – 03.09.19Provision of Library Services – Contract Performance Report
Stock expenditure

2018-19 Items 
(book,DVD,music CD)

Spend Newspapers + periodicals

Beckenham 4843 £30,608 £4,663
Biggin Hill 2552 £15,035 £2,443
Burnt Ash 1142 £6,230 £629
Central 9444 £76,868 £17,577
Chislehurst 2542 £15,032 £1,905
Hayes 1285 £7,108 £951
Mottingham 1158 £6,375 £844
Orpington 4936 £31,307 £4,612
Penge 2382 £13,804 £1,582
Petts Wood 2799 £17,005 £2,522
Shortlands 1413 £8,004 £992
Southborough 1208 £6,700 £1,055
St Pauls Cray 1176 £6,477 £1,088
Stock Services Unit 1973 £17,307
West Wickham 3557 £21,830 £2,969

Total 42410 £279,690 £43,832
Boroughwide 
unallocated
Large Print £8,491
Audiobooks £22,366
Specialist Material
(maps, music scores 
etc.)

£3,847

EBooks/Eaudiobooks £14,000
Emagazines £10,844
Music streaming £7,000
Online 
resources/databases

£73,929

Grand Total £463,999
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Note 6
Minute 34 – 03.09.19 - Provision of Library Services – Contract Performance Report
Breakdown of refurbishment costs

GLL Divisional funding for improvements to Bromley Libraries 2017 to 2019 - £4,631.92
ICT refresh costs -  £515,414
Facilities Management  - £41,429.34
Central Library Refurbishment programme - £213,000
Total = £774,475.26
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Report No. 
FSD19097 

London Borough of Bromley 
 

PART ONE - PUBLIC 
 
 

 

   

Decision Maker: PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR RENEWAL, RECREATION AND 
HOUSING  

Date:  

For Pre-Decision Scrutiny by the Renewal, Recreation and Housing 
Policy Development and Scrutiny Committee on Tuesday 5th November 
2019 
 

Decision Type: Non-Urgent 
 

Executive  
 

Non-Key 
 

Title: BUDGET MONITORING 2019/20 
 

Contact Officer: James Mullender, Head of Finance, Adults, Health & Housing 
Tel: 020 8313 4196    E-mail:  james.mullender@bromley.gov.uk 
 

Chief Officer: Director of Housing, Planning and Regeneration 

Ward: All Wards 

 
1. Reason for report 

1.1 This report provides the budget monitoring position for 2019/20 for the Renewal, Recreation and 
Housing Portfolio based on activity up to the end of September 2019. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. RECOMMENDATION(S) 

2.1  The Portfolio Holder is requested to: 
 

i)  Endorse the latest 2019/20 budget projection for the Renewal, Recreation & Housing 
Portfolio. 
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children 
 
1. Summary of Impact: None directly arising from this report   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Corporate Policy 
 

1. Policy Status: Existing Policy: Sound financial management  
 

2. BBB Priority: Excellent Council  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Financial 
 

1. Cost of proposal: Not Applicable 
 

2. Ongoing costs: Not Applicable  
 

3. Budget head/performance centre: RR&H Portfolio Budgets   
 

4. Total current budget for this head: £21.7m 
 

5. Source of funding: Existing revenue budget 2019/20 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Personnel 
 

1. Number of staff (current and additional): 201 Full time equivalent    
 

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours: Not applicable    
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Legal 
 

1. Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement: The statutory duties relating to financial reporting 
are covered within the Local Government Act 1972; the Local Government Finance Act 1998; 
the Accounts and Audit Regulations 1996; the Local Government Act 2000 and the Local    
Government Act 2002  

 

2. Call-in: Applicable   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Procurement 
 

1. Summary of Procurement Implications: Not Applicable   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Customer Impact 
 

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected):  The 2019/20 budget reflects 
the financial impact of the Council's strategies, service plans etc. which impact on all of the   
Council's customers (including council tax payers) and users of the services   

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Ward Councillor Views 
 

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? Not Applicable  
 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:        
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3. COMMENTARY 

3.1 The 2019/20 projected outturn for the Renewal, Recreation and Housing Portfolio is detailed in 
Appendix 1A, broken down over each division within the service. Appendix 1B gives 
explanatory notes on the movements in each service. The current position is a projected 
overspend of £60k on the controllable budget.  

3.2 The following table summarises the variations over the key areas: 

£'000

Building Control staffing 28Cr          

Planning staffing 229Cr        

Planning income 174

Supporting People contracts 92Cr          

Temporary Accommodation 103

Travellers Sites 54

Choice Based Lettings 26

Housing Information System 32

Other variations 20

60  

3.3 Within Building Control, there is a net projected under spend of £28k within the staffing budget 
due to vacant posts and reduced hours being worked.  

3.4 There is an underspend of £229k within Planning staffing due to part year vacancies. This is 
partly offset by a projected deficit of planning income of £174k, mainly from non-major 
planning applications.  The London Plan is due to come into effect in early 2020 and new 
housing targets will increase. It is thought that developers are currently delaying applications in 
order to increase their chances for approval against the raised targets 

3.5 The Supporting People budget is projected to underspend by £92k, mainly as a result of 
contract savings. 

3.6 Although the growth in numbers of households in costly nightly paid accommodation has 
reduced from that seen in recent years as a result the preventative work and the supply of 
properties through the More Homes Bromley scheme, Temporary Accommodation budges are 
projected to overspend by £103k. This is mainly due to a reduction in income from Bellegrove 
and Manorfields.  

3.7 There are also overspends relating to traveller site utility and maintenance costs, a shortfall of 
Choice Based Lettings income, as well as additional costs relating to the implementation of the 
new Housing IT System. 

3.8 The following table provides a summary of the variations across the portfolio by type of spend: 

 Latest 

approved 

budget  Projection  Variation  % 

 £'000  £'000  £'000 

Staffing 8,578             8,085             493Cr         5.7Cr        

Running expenses 5,181             5,465             284           5.5          

Contracts 4,450             4,493             43             1.0          

Temporary accommodation - costs 17,736           17,021           715Cr         4.0Cr        

Housing Benefits - payments 105,966         105,965         1Cr             0.0Cr        

Temporary accommodation - income 11,253Cr         10,435Cr         818           7.3Cr        

Housing Benefits - subsidy 108,401Cr       108,401Cr       0               0.0          

Other income 6,688Cr           6,564Cr           124           1.9Cr        

Consultants 158                158                0               0.0          

15,727           15,787           60             0.4           
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3.9 The cost pressures identified above are projected to impact in 2020/21 by £27k. Further net 
growth of £1,049k for Housing has been assumed in the financial forecast, however, given the 
Council’s “budget gap”, which is projected to increase to around £32m by 2022/23, these 
growth items are currently unfunded. 

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

4.1 The Resources Portfolio Plan includes the aim of effective monitoring and control of 
expenditure within budget and includes the target that each service department will spend 
within its own budget. 

4.2 Bromley’s Best Value Performance Plan “Making a Difference” refers to the Council’s intention 
to remain amongst the lowest Council Tax levels in outer London and the importance of 
greater focus on priorities. 

4.3 The four year financial forecast report highlights the financial pressures facing the Council. It 
remains imperative that strict budgetary control continues to be exercised in 2019/20 to 
minimise the risk of compounding financial pressures in future years.    

4.4 Chief Officers and Departmental Heads of Finance are continuing to place emphasis on the 
need for strict compliance with the Council’s budgetary control and monitoring arrangements. 

5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 A detailed breakdown of the projected outturn by service area in shown in Appendix 1A with 
explanatory notes in Appendix 1B.  

5.2 Overall the current projected position for 2019/20 is an overspend of £60k (£27k overspend full 
year effect) based on the financial information available as at 30th September 2019. This figure 
excludes the non-controllable variation of Dr £8k.  

 
5.3 Costs attributable to individual services have been classified as “controllable” and “non-

controllable” in Appendix 1A. Budget holders have full responsibility for those budgets 
classified as “controllable” as any variations relate to those factors over which the budget 
holder has, in general, direct control. “Non-controllable” budgets are those which are managed 
outside of individual budget holder’s service and, as such, cannot be directly influenced by the 
budget holder in the shorter term. These include, for example, building maintenance costs and 
property rents which are managed by the Property Division but are allocated within individual 
departmental/portfolio budgets to reflect the full cost of the service.  

5.4 As such, any variations arising are shown as “non-controllable” within services but 
“controllable” within the Resources, Commissioning and Contracts Management Portfolio. 
Other examples include cross departmental recharges and capital financing costs. This 
approach, which is reflected in financial monitoring reports to budget holders, should ensure 
clearer accountability by identifying variations within the service that controls financial 
performance. Members should specifically refer to the “controllable” budget variations relating 
to portfolios in considering financial performance. 

 

Non-Applicable Sections: Legal, Personnel and Procurement Implications 

Background Documents: 
(Access via Contact 
Officer) 

2019/20 Budget Monitoring files in ECS and ECHS Finance 
Section 
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APPENDIX 1A

1

Renewal, Recreation & Housing Budget Monitoring Summary

2018/19 Division 2019/20 2019/20 2019/20 Variation Notes Variation Full Year
Actuals Service Areas Original Latest Projected Last Effect

Budget Approved Outturn Reported
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

PLACE DEPARTMENT

Planning
11Cr        Building Control 88           88             60            28Cr        1 83Cr          0             

127Cr      Land Charges 125Cr      125Cr        125Cr       0             0              0             
1,577      Planning 1,707      1,659        1,611       48Cr        2 12Cr          0             

1,439      1,670      1,622        1,546       76Cr        95Cr          0             

Recreation
1,923      Culture 933         933           933          0             0              0             
4,859      Libraries 4,921      4,940        4,940       0             0              0             

132         Town Centre Management & Business Support 133         103           103          0             0              0             

6,914      5,987      5,976        5,976       0             0              0             

Housing
939         Supporting People 1,004      1,004        912          92Cr        3 116Cr        116Cr       

8,784      Housing Needs 9,059      8,827        9,055       228         4 22            143         
0             Enabling Activities 1Cr          1Cr            1Cr           0             0              0             

1,149Cr   Housing Benefits 1,913Cr   1,913Cr     1,913Cr    0             0              0             
188         Housing Improvement 209         212           212          0             0              0             

8,762      8,358      8,129        8,265       136         94Cr          27           

17,115    TOTAL CONTROLLABLE 16,015    15,727      15,787     60           189Cr        27           

1,844      TOTAL NON CONTROLLABLE 274Cr      274Cr        266Cr       8             5 8              0             

5,655      TOTAL EXCLUDED RECHARGES 6,283      6,233        6,233       0             0              0             

24,614    PORTFOLIO TOTAL 22,024    21,686      21,754     68           181Cr        27           

Reconciliation of Latest Approved Budget £'000

Original budget 2019/20 22,024      

Carry Forward Requests approved from 2018/19
    Planning Strategy & Projects - Custom Build Grant - Income 60Cr          
    Planning Strategy & Projects - Custom Build Grant - Expenditure 60             

 Asset Recovery Incentivisation Scheme - Income 85Cr          
 Asset Recovery Incentivisation Scheme - Expenditure 85             

    New Homes Bonus 118           
    Fire Safety Grant - Expenditure 43             
    Fire Safety Grant - Income 43Cr          
    Implementing Welfare Reform Changes - Expenditure 55             
    Implementing Welfare Reform Changes - Income 55Cr          
    Flexible Homeless Grant - Expenditure 41             
    Flexible Homeless Grant - Income 41Cr          
    Homelessness Reduction Act - Expenditure 89             
    Homelessness Reduction Act - Income 89Cr          

Central Contingency Adjustments
    Savings - review of staffing 49Cr          
    Housing Growth - variation to budget assumptions 331Cr        
    Cross Portfolio movement relating to Review of Staffing 76Cr          

Latest Approved Budget for 2019/20 21,686      
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1. Building Control Cr £28k

2. Planning Cr £48k

Summary of variations within Planning: £'000
Underspend on Staffing   229Cr       
Shortfall income from non-major applications 150
Surplus on pre-application planning income 24
Cost on major appeal 0
Consultancy costs on Local and London plan 7

Total variation for Planning   48Cr        

3. Supporting People Cr £92k

4. Housing Needs Dr £228k

At the start of the year the number of households in Nightly Paid Accommodation was 907.  By the end of September that 
number had risen to 923 - an increase of 16 during the year.  It is currently expected that this will increase to 953 by the end of 
the financial year (based on a net increase of 5 per month), at an average cost of around £6,500 per property per annum. In 
addition, the proportion of 2 bed Temporary Accommodation properties that are required has been increasing, from just under 
37.5% in May to now just over 39.5%.

These figures exclude other schemes like More Homes Bromley, Orchard & Shipman Private Sector Leasing, ex-residential 
care homes, and the Bromley Private Sector Leasing Scheme.  Once these are included there are currently around 1,600 
households in Temporary Accommodation.

By necessity there has been an increased use of non-self-contained accommodation outside of London.  Although on the face 
of it this appears beneficial as the charges are lower, the Housing Benefit subsidy is capped at the January 2011 Local Housing 
Allowance (LHA) rates, thus often making these placements more costly than those in London, especially when moving and 
furniture costs are factored in.

The Travellers budget is overspending by £54k and this is due to one of the sites experiencing high use of utilities and 
maintenance costs (overspend of £32k) due to the site not having meters and loss of income (£22k) due to rent arrears.

The support needed to introduce the new Housing Information System in this financial year is causing a £32k pressure on the 
budget.

A balanced budget is projected for major applications at this stage of the year. Income is received irregularly during the year 
and it is therefore difficult to predict the outturn figure at this stage. This budget will be closely monitored over the next few 
months.

There is projected underachievement of income of £24k from pre-application meetings. Income has dropped compared to 
earlier months.

Current projections for cost awards on major appeals this Financial Year is approximately £57k.  This is offset by previous cost 
awards which were settled below estimations, resulting in a projected nil variance for the year.

There is an anticipated additional £7k cost relating to spend on legal fees for the Local Plan appeal.

A £92k underspend is currently forecast in the Supporting People area.  A number of the contracts were renegotiated and 
extended recently with a start date in this financial year.  This has resulted in the higher underspend than in the previous year.  
The extensions were only for a few years and the contracts will be starting their re-tendering process during this year.

There is currently a projected overspend of £103k in Temporary Accommodation budgets.  This is mostly due to a forecasted 
under collection of income compared to the budget, mainly as a result of under-occupation at the ex-residential care homes, 
Bellegrove and Manorfields.

REASONS FOR VARIATIONS

The chargeable service currently has a projected income deficit of £212k. This is offset by a projected underspend within 
salaries of £109k arising from reduced hours / vacancies. To address the income deficit, a price increase is expected to be 
implemented in November, as fees are currently deemed low compared to other authorities. In accordance with Building 
Account Regulations, the net deficit of around £103k will be drawn down from the earmarked reserve for the Building Control 
Charging Account. The net balance of earmarked reserve will therefore reduce from Cr £192k to Cr £89k.

Within the non-chargeable service there is a projected underspend of £28k relating to part year vacancies.

There is a projected £229k underspend on staffing due to part year vacancies.  Posts are currently being recruited to.

Income from non-major planning applications is currently below budget and a shortfall of around £150k is projected. The 
London Plan is due to come into effect in early 2020 and new housing targets will increase. It is anticipated that developers are 
currently delaying applications in order to increase their chances for approval against the raised targets.
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Summary of variations within Housing Needs: £'000
Temporary Accommodation 103
Travellers Sites 54
Housing Information System 32
Choice Based Letting 26
Other Variations 13

Total variation for Housing Needs 228

5. Non-controllable Dr £8k

Waiver of Financial Regulations:

Virements Approved to date under Director's Delegated Powers

The remaining £13k net overspend relates to minor variations in staffing, recruitment and running costs.

There is a projected £8k shortfall of income within the property rental income budget. Property division are accountable for 
these variations.

The Council’s Contract Procedure Rules state that where the value of a contract exceeds £50k and is to be exempt from the 
normal requirement to obtain competitive quotations the Chief Officer has to obtain the agreement of the Director of Corporate 
Services, the Director of Finance and the Director of Commissioning and (where over £100,000) approval of the Portfolio 
Holder and report use of this exemption to Audit Sub committee bi-annually. Since the last report to the Executive the following  
waiver has been actioned:

1) £308k for a 3 year contract for the Document Management System and Uniform management software with Idox, via the 
Data and Applications Solutions framework.

Details of virements actioned by Chief Officers under delegated authority under the Financial Regulations "Scheme of 
Virement" will be included in financial monitoring reports to the Portfolio Holder.  Since the last report to Executive, no 
virements have been actioned.

There has been a reduction of income relating to the Choice Based Letting advertising (£26k) due to reduced demand from 
Housing Associations.
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Report 
No.DRR19/051

London Borough of Bromley

PART ONE - PUBLIC

Decision Maker: EXECUTIVE 

For pre decision scrutiny by the Renewal, Recreation and Housing 
Committee on 5 November 2019

Date: Wednesday 27 November 2019

Decision Type: Non-Urgent Executive Non-Key

Title: BECKENHAM LIBRARY AND CULTURAL VENUE 
AUTHORITY TO PROCEED TO PROCUREMENT 

Contact Officer: Lydia Lee, Assistant Director Culture and Regeneration
Tel: 020 8313 4456   E-mail:  Lydia.Lee@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer: Director of Housing, Planning and Regeneration

Ward: Clock House;  Copers Cope;  

1. Reason for report

1.1 Beckenham Public Hall is an underutilised asset in the town centre with huge potential. A 
grade II listed building in an accessible location.

1.2 This report sets out a new community use for the building, which would free up the existing 
Beckenham Library site, making it available for housing.

________________________________________________________________________________

2. RECOMMENDATION(S)

Members of the Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS Committee are asked to review 
and comment on the contents of this report, prior to the Executive being asked to:

2.1 Agree to proceed to procurement for the appointment of a multi-disciplinary team, to 
develop a scheme for Beckenham Public Hall up to RIBA Stage 2 in the first instance, at 
an estimated cost of £70k. 

2.2 Agree in principle to use the existing Beckenham Library site for housing. The approach 
taken to deliver the housing will depend on the outcome of the review being undertaken by 
Lambert Smith Hampton and any subsequent agreement of a housing delivery vehicle. 
This will be subject to a further report.
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children

1. Summary of Impact: Libraries are free to access. A new and modern library service in 
Beckenham will have a positive impact on local vulnerable people. 

________________________________________________________________________________

Corporate Policy

1. Policy Status: Not Applicable

2. BBB Priority: Quality Environment Vibrant, Thriving Town Centres Regeneration
________________________________________________________________________________

Financial

1. Cost of proposal: Estimated Cost: £70K 

2. Ongoing costs: Not Applicable

3. Budget head/performance centre: Capital Programme

4. Total current budget for this head: £nil. Budget will be requested at contract award

5. Source of funding: Will be proposed at contract award
________________________________________________________________________________

Personnel

1. Number of staff (current and additional):   N/A

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:   N/A
________________________________________________________________________________

Legal

1. Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement

2. Call-in: Applicable 
________________________________________________________________________________

Procurement

Summary of Procurement Implications:  In accordance with the Contract Procedure Rules, the Head 
of Procurement has been consulted regarding the use of the ADUP Framework.
 
________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Impact

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected):  In 2018/19 Beckenham 
Library received 127,514 visits. It is estimated that the new venue will attract 150,000 visits pa.

________________________________________________________________________________

Ward Councillor Views

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? Yes 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  The Copers Cope ward councillors are supportive. 
They have said that there has been agreement for some time that the existing library building no 
longer meets the needs of the community. 
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3. COMMENTARY

Background

3.1. As part of the regeneration strategy in development, the Regeneration and Culture 
division is considering opportunities to improve and enhance the borough’s library sites, 
to enable the library service to flourish and adapt, so that it continues to provide an 
excellent community service.  Bromley libraries are particularly popular and in 2018/19 
issued the third highest number of books in London.  

3.2. Additionally, as part of the Housing Strategy the division is currently assessing Council 
owned sites for housing.  The Council has a target to build and purchase 1000 homes 
over the next four years.

3.3. Therefore the Regeneration and Culture division has explored the potential of using the 
existing Beckenham Library site for housing, and moving the library service in to a 
building with significant potential in a more central town location – Beckenham Public 
Hall.

Beckenham Public Hall 

3.4. Beckenham Public Hall (appendix 1) is located in the town centre close to St George’s 
Church. The building is close to a public car park and public transport links, including 
Beckenham Junction Station (see appendix 2 – Equality Impact Assessment). It is 
located 0.7 miles from the existing Beckenham library.

3.5. It is a Grade II listed grand Victorian building in generally sound condition. Built in 1883 
in the Arts and Crafts style in yellow and red brick with corner turrets.  It is owned by the 
Council and leased to My Time who hire out its rooms for activities such as weddings, 
bridge clubs and concerts.

3.6. The building is spacious, tired and underutilised. Investment is needed to renew the 
building’s infrastructure, and restore its features. A condition survey undertaken in 2014 
identified backlog maintenance of c.£400k which would need to be addressed as part of 
this scheme.

3.7. Restoring the building will bring the building up to date, enabling a wide range of cultural 
uses to complement a core library provision.

3.8. The lease with My Time requires the Council to give 12 months’ notice to vacate the 
site. Under the terms of the lease they are not eligible for compensation. To end the 
lease the Council must have formal resolution, i.e. an Executive decision to proceed 
with substantial works to the site, before issuing a notice. 

3.9. Part of the basement of the main building is currently separated off and leased to a 
private members’ club. Their lease comes to an end in 2024. At this point in time there 
are no plans to utilise this part of the building for the new library and cultural venue.

Existing Beckenham Library site

3.10. The existing Beckenham Library was built in 1939 and is sited next to the Spa leisure 
centre. A feasibility study (see appendix 3) has been undertaken and it is anticipated 
that 46 housing units could be accommodated on the site with no net loss of the 
surrounding green space which would be improved as part of any housing scheme.
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3.11. The Council requires sites for housing across the whole borough. It is expected that the 
development would be 50% affordable and of traditional build, in an architectural style 
to complement the surrounding conservation area. A visualisation of how the 
development could look is attached (see appendix 4).

3.12. It has been estimated by officers that the value of the existing Beckenham Library site 
for housing is approximately £2m if 50% of the units are affordable. Cushman and 
Wakefield has been asked to provide a professional view on the value which will be 
available to be reported to committee on the night.

New library and cultural venue

3.13. Beckenham Public Hall has two large halls in addition to other rooms.  It is envisaged 
that one hall would be dedicated library space alongside other rooms in the building 
including the main ground floor room which could be the children’s library. The other 
hall would be retained as an events space, and would host activities ranging from 
children’s concerts and theatrical performances, to private birthday and wedding 
celebrations.

3.14. The new library and cultural venue would be restored to a high standard and would 
reflect the changing nature of libraries as wider community services that provide 
computer access and training facilities.  It would be a very special and high quality new 
public venue for Beckenham and would incorporate exhibitions of objects and artwork 
from the Bromley Historic Collection as has been done at Bromley Central Library.

3.15. The new library and cultural venue would benefit from being in a more central High 
Street location in comparison to the existing library.  Moving libraries to the High Street 
area has worked well in Orpington and Penge, bringing further vitality to the High 
Streets and increasing library usage.

3.16. It is anticipated that the new venue would be managed by Greenwich Leisure Limited 
under the terms of the existing contract. The contract includes provision for the Council 
to undertake redevelopment on existing Library premises in line with the Council’s 
aspirations to improve library buildings.  The Council may also instigate changes to the 
contract by bringing forward development opportunities through the contract’s change 
control process and has the right to renegotiate the terms of the lease and the contract 
price for the facility management under these circumstances.

3.17. It is expected that restoring Beckenham Public Hall and fitting out a new library and 
cultural venue here will cost £2m inclusive of fees and surveys.  

Progressing the scheme

3.18. Members are asked to approve the procurement of consultants for the progression of 
the cultural and library venue to RIBA stage 2 (concept design). Progressing the 
scheme to this stage will include a full measured building survey, enabling the 
production of a clear cost plan for the works.  Officers will undertake a competitive 
tender process to engage a design team and return to the Executive for authority to 
award the contract once the cost is known.

3.19. Members are asked to approve the use of the existing library site for housing. The 
approach taken to deliver housing on this site will depend on the outcome of the review 
being undertaken by Lambert Smith Hampton and any subsequent agreement of a 
housing delivery vehicle.  
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3.20. Community consultation on the future housing development will take place as part of the 
normal Planning process. Community consultation on the new cultural and library venue 
will be undertaken on completion of the concept design, prior to reporting back to 
Members for authority to move to the next RIBA stages.

3.21. The procurement of a design team and works in relation to the new library and cultural 
venue will be in line with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules.  It is proposed that 
the ADUP framework will be used to procure the services of a design team to develop 
the library and cultural venue scheme, with a break clause at RIBA stage 2. Members 
should note that the ADUP framework only allows an evaluation split of 70% Quality, 
25% Price and 5% Equality. This is not in line with the Council’s normal position of 60% 
Price and 40% Quality.

3.22. The benefits of using a procurement framework are namely speed, due to the OJEU 
process having already been undertaken. Additionally the key documentation is already 
in place. The ADUP framework is particularly suitable for this scheme because it has a 
specialist civic buildings category, and the 13 practices on this lot have already 
demonstrated their expertise in this area. The Council has previously successfully used 
the first version of the ADUP framework. The Council retains flexibility in relation to the 
quality questions and can use these to ensure financial good practice.

3.23. If Members approve the recommendations in this report, it is expected that the design 
team tender will be published in February 2020 and officers will return to the June 
meeting of the Executive to seek authority to award the contract and include this 
scheme in the Capital Programme. At that time officers will know the cost of the 
consultancy team. The works contract will be subject to a separate procurement 
exercise at a later date.

4. IMPACT ON VULNERABLE ADULTS AND CHILDREN 

4.1 The impact of the relocation of Beckenham Library on vulnerable adults, children and 
young people was evaluated as part of the Equality Impact Assessment (Appendix 2) 
which was undertaken to inform this proposal.  No negative impacts have been 
identified as the new facility will offer at least a like-for-like service.  

4.2 The proposed Beckenham Library and Cultural facility will continue to deliver a diverse 
programme of activities for children and adults and will continue to support the most 
vulnerable residents including those with protected characteristics in order to ensure 
that the promotion of equality is achieved.

5. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Listed Building Consent will be required in advance of undertaking works at Beckenham 
Public Hall.  

5.2 Planning permission will be required for a new housing development at the existing 
Library site. 

5.3 Planning policy sets out that housing built on public land should be 50% affordable.

6. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

6.1 The estimated cost for the development of the scheme to RIBA Stage 2 is £70k.

6.2 It is currently estimated that the sale value of the existing Beckenham Library site for 
housing is approximately £2m if 50% of the units are affordable.  It is expected that 
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restoring Beckenham Public Hall and fitting out a new library and cultural venue here 
will cost £2m inclusive of all fees and surveys.  

6.3 Therefore the implementation of this scheme is anticipated to be cost neutral, although 
this will only be known once the Beckenham Library site is sold, and costings for the 
restoration and fitting out of Beckenham Public Hall are finalised.  

6.4 Ongoing running costs and potential income streams relating to the future use of the 
entire space at Beckenham Public Hall is not yet known. Therefore at this time it is not 
possible to quantify the financial impact of the proposal.

6.5 In addition to seeking Executive approval to award the contract, the report will also 
request Council agreement to add the scheme to the Capital Programme.

7. PERSONNEL IMPLICATIONS

7.1 There are no personnel implications.  Library staff are employed by Greenwich Leisure 
Ltd.

8. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1. The Council has various legal powers in relation to land and assets it owns, held under 
various statutory functions.

8.2. Under the Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 the council is under a statutory duty 
to provide a comprehensive and efficient public library service.

8.3. The Council has various powers to develop and use land for housing purposes including 
its general power of competence under the Localism Act 2011 and the Housing Act 
1980.

8.4. The report is seeking agreement to procure a multidisciplinary team to develop the 
scheme at Beckenham Public Hall through using the ADUP Framework. Due to the 
value of the proposed appointment such a procurement is governed by the Public 
Contracts Regulations (the Regulations) which allow the use of an existing framework 
which has been procured in compliance with the Regulations and which is expressed as 
being available to the Council. The Procurement comments to this report confirm that 
the Framework is available as such and must be used in accordance with the 
Framework rules.

8.5. The procurement comments to this report deals with compliance with the CPR’s.

8.6. The report is also seeking agreement in principle to use the land at Beckenham Library 
site for housing. Section 122 of the Local Government Act 1972 gives the Council the 
power to appropriate for any purpose for which the Council is authorised to own such 
land, which is no longer required for the purpose for which it was held, subject to the 
rights of other persons in, over or in respect of the land. 

8.7. As indicated within this report a further report will be necessary. 

8.8. In due course the Executive will therefore need to be satisfied that the land is no longer 
required for the purpose. 

8.9. Officers must note that there is likely to be a need to formally appropriate land at the 
Beckenham Public Hall site under section 122.
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8.10. Officers must also note, particularly in relation to the proposal for affordable housing 
and its fiduciary duty to taxpayers, that under section 123 of the Local Government Act 
1972 the Council has a legal obligation to dispose of land at the best consideration 
reasonably obtainable. If land is to be sold at an undervalue the specific consent of the 
Secretary of State is required except where there is a general consent to dispose of 
land at an undervalue up to a maximum of £2m in circumstances where the Council 
considers that it will help to secure the promotion or improvement of the economic 
social, or environmental wellbeing of its area. There is also the question as to whether 
the option finally agreed might be categorised as having as its object primarily the 
disposal of land which is exempt from the Regulations or whether the primary object is 
the realisation of a work corresponding to the requirements specified by the council 
exercising decisive influence on the type or design of the work, in which would then 
require compliance with the Regulations

8.11. Actions in relation to consultation concerning the relocation of the services is explained 
in paragraph 3.20 of this report. Paragraph 4.1 of this report refers to the Councils 
Equality Impact Assessment and its Public Sector Equality Duty.

9. PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS

9.1 The procurement implications of the disposal or development of the Beckenham library 
site will be discussed in a further report, in line with 2.2 above. 

9.2 This report proposes to procure multi-disciplinary consultancy services (including 
surveys) making use of the ADUP framework to RIBA stage 2. The anticipated value of 
progressing to RIBA stage 2 is £70k, and the anticipated total contract value is £300k. 
The works element will be the subject of a further report.

9.3       In accordance with Clause 3.5 of the Contract Procedure Rules, the Head of 
Procurement has been consulted regarding the use of the Framework.

9.4       The use of the ADUP framework is subject to the Council’s proper inclusion on the 
Contract Notice. 

9.5       Lot 5 ‘Architecture - Commercial, Workspace, Health, Education and Civic Buildings’ will 
be used to run a further competition among the 13 suppliers. Interviews should be part 
of the selection and assessment process. The ADUP contract terms must be used.

9.6       The Council’s Contract Procedure Rules require the following for authorising an award 
via a framework for a contract of this value; the approval of the Chief Officer must be 
obtained with the approval of the Assistant Director of Governance and contracts, 
Director of Corporate Services and Director of Finance.

Non-Applicable Sections:

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact 
Officer)

Appendix A – Beckenham Public Hall current provision and 
concept
Appendix B – Equality Impact Assessment
Appendix C – Feasibility Study
Appendix D - Visualisation
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BECKENHAM PUBLIC HALL 

CURRENT PROVISION 

Beckenham Public Hall is a grade-II listed Victorian building built 

in 1883 to the design of architect George Viges. It was designed 

in playful Arts and Crafts style, with a symmetrical façade of five 

bays and a central entrance.  

 

The Hall is in Beckenham town centre, south of Harris Primary 

Academy Beckenham Green and St George’s Church, and just 

north of Beckenham’s high street, the A222. 

 

Under its current lease with MyTime Active, the Hall is used as 

an events venue and hire space. It caters for wedding ceremo-

nies and receptions, and has a regular timetable of activities and 

events throughout the week including children’s activity, health 

and wellbeing, games and recreation, and church groups. 

 

However, the Hall is not utilised to its capacity and while it is ac-

cessible to the general public, it is only open around the times of 

scheduled activities and classes. Additionally, there is no ‘drop-

in’ provision, so while the general public can access the building 

when open, there is no driver for doing so.   
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GROUND FLOOR FIRST FLOOR 

The Hall is split over four floors. The ground and first floors are generous and usable spaces. The visitor enters into a large foyer with a hall to 

the left, a reception and office area to the right, and grand staircase ahead leading to the first floor. There is also some back of house space 

including a lift.  

Alongside a spacious landing, the first floor is home to two halls, one large with stage, and a second one with back of house kitchen facilities.  
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BASEMENT SECOND FLOOR 

The basement is accessed through a hatch in the main entrance / foyer but is not publicly accessible. 

The second floor is an attic space comprising two small rooms that could be utilised as office space. This would release the need for an office 

on the ground floor which could then be subsumed into public circulation. However, access to the second floor is currently through a narrow, 

winding staircase which would need to be addressed. 
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GROUND FLOOR 

GROUND FLOOR HALL RECEPTION ENTRANCE 
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FIRST FLOOR 

LARGE HALL KITCHEN  SMALL HALL 
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BECKENHAM PUBLIC HALLS 

FUTURE PROVISION 

As a library ‘plus’, Beckenham Public Hall will become the 

town’s flagship cultural venue, with a considerably enhanced 

offer.  

It will combine contemporary library facilities with exhibition 

space to tell the history of Beckenham, co-working and meet-

ing facilities to cater for a more agile working environment, 

arts workshops, health and wellbeing classes, children’s ac-

tivities, and music and theatre performances. 

 

The main entrance / foyer will be the 

hub of the library: a bright and open 

space with features that could in-

clude a reception desk, working 

spaces and relaxed seating. Walls 

in this space may be used for book 

and magazine display as well as 

exhibits, artwork and digital infor-

mation boards.  

The ground floor hall would be a dedi-

cated children and young persons’ 

library with fixed features that create 

an engaging and immersive learning 

environment. 
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BECKENHAM PUBLIC HALLS 

FUTURE USE 

The large hall would be retained as a 

space for events and performances. It 

may include some library provision and 

exhibits but these would be auxiliary to 

its main function. 

The small hall would be the main 

dedicated library space, incorporat-

ing the footprint of the current kitch-

en subject to the partition wall not 

being load bearing.  

The circulation space of the land-

ing should be maximised and 

utilised as library and exhibition 

space. 
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ENTRANCE / FOYER 

The new site has a larger footprint but more circulation space. All space should therefore be 
used efficiently to make the site comparable to the current library.  The ground floor entrance is 
a wide corridor and can be well-utilised while retaining a clear thorough-fare. 

Glass lobby doors will allow daylight to flood the entrance foyer 
and give a more obvious “open” feel to passers-by. 
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Features in the entrance / foyer could include: 

 Informal meeting spaces / tables 

 Magazine / newspaper display 

 Individual lounging 

 Café / vending 

 Wall displays for books / art 

 Quick pick + display 

 Private seating 

 Wall shelving 

 Digital news display. 

ENTRANCE / FOYER 

Colours should draw upon the building’s heritage. 
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ENTRANCE / FOYER — INDICATIVE VISUAL 
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CHILDREN’S LIBRARY 

Vibrant but soft colour palette 
with a leaning towards nature
-based / biophilic design. 

Rounded edges, flexible and mov-
able shelving, storage and seating. 

Hide-away reading nooks built into corners / 
along walls to use space efficiently. 
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MAIN LIBRARY SPACES 

All spaces should be flexible and moveable to maximise opportunity for secondary functions 

including events, activities and room hire. 

Chairs with built-in tables 

create efficient work 

spaces, and upholstery 

creates an intimate and 

high end offer. 

Shelving should be high end but flexible, with castors - preferably unseen. Hidden reading 

corners should be explored. 
Exhibition showcases should be built into shelving units, 

enhancing the library’s function and centre of culture in 

Beckenham. 
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MAIN LIBRARY SPACES 

Co-working space with built in power sockets. Power supplies should be considered throughout library spaces. 
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 2 

 
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM 

Relocation of Beckenham Library to a new Library and Cultural Facility at the 
Beckenham Public Hall site 

 
Stage 1 – screening to establish if the function has any relevance to any equality issue 
and/or monitored group i.e.   

 Could the function affect one or more equality group in a different way to another group? 

 Establish whether different equality groups have different needs 

 Establish whether the function contributes to or hinders equality of opportunity 

1a Please give a brief description of the function and its purpose 
 
The purpose of the change 
As part of the regeneration strategy in development the Regeneration and Culture division 
is considering opportunities to improve and enhance the borough’s library sites, to enable 
the library service to flourish and adapt, so that it continues to provide an excellent 
community service. 
 
Additionally as part of the Housing strategy the division is currently assessing Council 
owned sites for housing. The Council has a target to build and purchase 1000 homes over 
the next four years. The current Beckenham Library site is undergoing a feasibility study for 
its suitability for a housing development site.  
 
To deliver both of these objectives, the division has explored the potential of using the 
existing Beckenham Library site for housing, and moving the library service in to a building 
with significant potential in a more central town location – Beckenham Public Hall.  
 
The current Library is located in Beckenham Road and is a focal point of the community 
though it is positioned away from the main High Street. The new preferred location is more 
centrally positioned and is in close proximity to Beckenham Junction Station, and 
Beckenham High Street local businesses including a major retailer. 
 
Due to the previous success of relocating other Libraries to High Street locations e.g. 
Orpington and Penge Libraries, it is felt that Beckenham Library would also benefit from a 
move to a more prominent position in the Town Centre just 0.8 miles away from the current 
Library. The new Library would be designed to provide an enhanced range of Library 
services from a modern Library and Cultural venue which would greatly benefit the local 
community it serves. 
 
Current Bromley Library Service Summary  
Bromley Libraries currently operates a network of 14 static libraries which have undergone 
significant changes over the last ten years in order to make agreed savings. On 1st 
November 2017, following a Commissioning process, a contract award was made to 
Greenwich Leisure Limited (GLL).  GLL commenced the Management of Bromley Libraries 
on a 10 year contract with the option to extend for a further 5 years in 2017 by mutual 
agreement. This exercise was carried out to maintain the current high levels of service 
whilst delivering ongoing revenue savings. 
 
Beckenham Library was ranked 3rd in number of Library visits and 4th in item issues in the 
network of 14 Bromley Libraries in 2018-19. Bromley Central Library is the largest and 
busiest followed by Orpington Library.  Beckenham Library is currently open 43.5 hours per 
week across 5 days, however there is potential for the new library to offer extended opening 
hours at the new library and cultural venue.  
 
The purpose of this equality impact assessment is to assess the impact of the following 
option on the delivery of Library services for the community served by Beckenham Library.   
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 Option 1-relocating the current Beckenham Library to a new Library and Cultural 
Venue to the Beckenham Public Halls site   

 Additionally the EIA will further demonstrate how the Council will meet these needs as part 
of its statutory duty for all residents in the borough wishing to make use of it. 

    *Function can mean process, service, policy or project  
1b How would you classify the function type? 

 The service is provided on the basis of an application and /or targeted then go to 
question 1c       

 The service is open to all go to question 1d                               
  

1c Is the function accessible for all groups?  Either tick the box ‘Accessible to all groups’ and 
provide relevant evidence OR tick the box for each group to whom the function is not 
accessible or for whom there may be needs or considerations to accommodate. 

 *Accessible for all groups  
 

 Age  
 

 Disability 
 

 Gender reassignment 
 

 Marriage & civil partnership  
 

 Pregnancy & maternity  
 

 Race  
 

 Religion & belief 
 

 Sex 
 

 Sexual orientation 

 
1d Is it likely that there will be a negative impact on one or more of the equality groups, or is it 

clear at this stage that it will be equality neutral? (No negative impact on the groups)  Please 
tick in the box equality neutral OR tick the box for the group(s) that will suffer a negative 
impact.  If you have ticked the box ‘equality neutral’ please provide evidence.  

 *Accessible for all groups  
 

 Age  
 

 Disability 
 

 Gender reassignment 
 

 Marriage & civil partnership  
 

 Pregnancy & maternity  
 

 Race  
 

 Religion & belief 
 

 Sex 
 

 Sexual orientation 
 

If you consider that the impact is Equality Neutral then go to question 1h 
Otherwise go to question 1e 

1e What are the negative impacts associated with this function?  Please list and give details 
then go to question 1f 
 
The negative impacts associated with proposals for relocating library provision from the 
current Beckenham Library to the Beckenham Public Halls site are as follows 

 Distance from current Beckenham Library – Beckenham Public Halls is located 
0.8 miles away from the existing Beckenham Library site located at Beckenham 
Road. Some current Library users with protected characteristics may have slightly 
further to travel to access Library provision.  

 

 Temporary Accommodation – The Library could be required to move to temporary 
premises for a fixed period before the new Library site opens. This could limit the 
range of activities and stock available. The location of any temporary site has not yet 
been agreed. Customers with protected characteristics may have to travel further to 
reach alternative library provision   
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1f Are there positive impacts associated with this function?  If yes, please list and give details. 
 
The positive impacts associated with this function are detailed below 

 Improved Library building- The current Beckenham Library building is tired and in 
need of repair and redecoration. As part of the transformation into a new library and 
cultural venue, Beckenham Public Hall would be restored to a high standard and 
would reflect the changing nature of libraries as wider community services that 
provide study space, computer access, training facilities along with activity space for 

local residents. 
 

 Increased programme of events and activities- The increased programme of 
events and activities on offer at the new Library will increase participation and will 
ensure that residents of all ages can improve their wellbeing and increase their 
social inclusion and levels of community involvement. 

 

 Increased access and facilities- The new Beckenham Library and Cultural venue 
site will present opportunities for increased opening hours, extending access to 
library services, which would be of great benefit to local communities including the 
equalities groups. It will offer an extended range of facilities, services or activities 
and enable wider use of the building and facilities by the local community.   
 

 Community events space- Additional facilities provided in the building will include a 
community hall and function room for hire with the potential to host a range of events 
ranging from wedding receptions to concerts and theatrical performances.   
 

 Service Focus- In addition to the service levels agreed as part of the specification 
the new venue will add further value to the library service by providing access to a 
wider range of services, including incorporating objects and artwork from Bromley 
Historic Collections (BHC) mirroring the success achieved by BHC at the Central 
Library. The Library will be a focal part of an exciting cultural venue providing cultural 
events and access to museum artefacts 
 

 Town Centre Footfall- The relocation of the Library service nearer to Beckenham 
Town Centre will have a positive impact on footfall and will positively impact on local 
businesses 
 

 Balanced spread of Library provision- The current Beckenham Library is just 0.8 
miles away from the new Penge Library which moved to its current location in 2014. 
Moving sites would increase the distance between these two libraries to 1.7 miles 
away resulting in a more balanced spread of provision within the borough.  

1g At this stage, what plans could be built in to address any negative impacts, and/or to 
add measures which promote a positive impact, or could you consider an alternative 
approach which may better achieve the promotion of equality? 
 
Plans to address negative impacts-existing Beckenham Library Users 
Plans to address any negative impacts relating to the relocation of Beckenham Library 
Service have been built in from  the initial scoping stage and include the following 
 

 The new Library and cultural venue will deliver at least fully comparable services to 
those currently offered at Beckenham Library in line with residents’ and customers’ 
interests. The main focus is to ensure that both accessibility and service levels and 
are protected.  

 

 Beckenham Library will continue to support the most vulnerable residents and those 
with protected characteristics from the new facility in order to ensure that the 
promotion of equality is achieved and any negative impact limited.  
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 Distance between both buildings (0.8 miles by road) has been fully analysed and 
considered.  For non-car owners both sites are 3 or 4 bus stops away respectively 
on the 227 and 354 bus routes which serve both sites and virtually go door to door. 
 

 Online services are available to bring the library into people’s homes enabling them 
to have access to library services 24 hours a day. The Home Library Service offers 
library services to those customers who are physically unable to access a library due 
to ill health or mobility. 
 

 Should it be necessary to move to a temporary site while the new Library is being 
progressed, any temporary Library site will offer events and activities and a wide 
range of stock and will be open for the current number of hours. Any temporary 
library building will be fully DDA compliant and well served by public transport 

 
This approach has been proposed due to the availability of the Beckenham Halls site   
which offers the opportunity to significantly transform Library Services in Beckenham. The 
move would also free up the existing Library site for housing development. Any negative 
impacts will be fully mitigated within the formal project brief and specification.   

1h The Council has a responsibility to promote positive attitudes to equal opportunities 
in public life. Has this responsibility been discharged in the application of this 
function?  If yes give examples.   
 
This proposal fully supports the responsibility to promote positive attitudes to equal 
opportunities in public life and considers fully the needs of all the 9 equalities groups 
currently using or wishing to use Beckenham Library. Examples of how this responsibility to 
promote positive attitudes to equal opportunities in public life has been discharged in the 
proposal to relocate Beckenham Library to this site are as follows.  
 

 Ensure delivery of an efficient and effective library service whilst delivering value for 
money for Bromley residents and striving to increase usage of the service 

 Offer an improved Library PLUS Cultural facility that is fully accessible to all 

 Facilitate and deliver cultural events and programmes in the local area from the 
shared Library and Cultural facility 

 Attract new members due to increased and improved facilities  
 
The key document underpinning the Equalities Act in Bromley is Building a Better Bromley 
which sets out a vision for the Borough and identifies the following priorities relating to 
Equality and equal opportunities as detailed below 

 
A Better Bromley will be a place where everyone feels safe: we will build a cohesive 
community in which people respect, tolerate and understand each other. To that end the 
Council understands and promotes the Equality Act 2010 and the core elements of the 
Public Sector Duty namely;  

 Promote equality of opportunities  

 Eliminate discrimination  

 Promote harmony between people of different backgrounds  
 
The provision of improved Library facilities for Beckenham residents contributes to the 
following Building a Better Bromley priorities: 

 to create an environment for our children and young people to be successful and to 
provide the best possible service to deliver appropriate support to all children and 
young people.   

 A Better Bromley will be a borough that is considered ‘excellent’ by the community it 
serves: by reflecting in the views of our customers and engaging them in service 
development and improvement initiatives, we will ensure that everybody has equal 
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access to services, facilities and employment opportunities. 
 

 A Better Bromley will provide assistance and support to encourage fulfilled and 
independent lives for all, and especially for the elderly: by providing opportunity and 
flexible services, all residents, especially the elderly, can continue to have fulfilling 
and independent lives whereby they can continue to have a noticeable and positive 
impact on the borough. 

 
Along with Building a Better Bromley the following are in place which aims to ensure that the 
delivery of services is focused on helping all residents and service users, but with a special 
focus on delivering positive outcomes for those with protected characteristics. These aims 
are directly related to this project and form part of the assessment framework against which 
equalities impacts have been measured 

 Equal Opportunities Policy Statement 

 Corporate Opportunities Action Plan 

 Terms of reference  as set out by the Bromley Corporate Equality group for  
Bromley fulfilling its PSED  

1i Are there any Human Rights Issues?  If so what are they? 
The implications of this proposal have been assessed using the flow chart in “Human rights: 
human lives: A handbook for public authorities’ Department for constitutional affairs. This 
proposal does not interfere with human rights.   

1j  Is a full impact assessment required? 
 YES – If you have established that there may not be equality of opportunity in 1c or 

assessed that there would be negative impact on an equality group in 1 d go to Stage 2   
 NO - please sign off the process (stage 3) and fill in any actions identified, if any in the 

action plan.  
 Don’t know.  i.e. not enough evidence.  Please go to stage 2.  

Stage 2 – full impact assessment  

2a Does the function affect or impact on the public, whether directly or indirectly? 

 yes                               
 

 no   Don’t know 

 Provide any relevant information here. 
 
The relocation of Beckenham Library Service would impact indirectly on Borough residents 
and those using other Bromley Libraries. It would impact directly on current Beckenham 
Library Users. Approximately 6,140 users registered to Beckenham Library had used their 
Library card at least once during 2018-19. Additional information relating to library use by 
the equalities groups most likely to be affected is summarised below taken from CIPFA 
PLUS 2015 and Census 2011. 

 Age- Census 2011 shows 11.5% of the population of Clock House Ward (where 
Beckenham Library is located) are aged 65 and over. CIPFA PLUS 2015 revealed 
26% of Beckenham Library’s adult users were aged over 65. 

 Gender- Census data shows 52% of borough residents are female and 48% male 
The PLUS survey reveals 67% of the library’s adult users were female and 33% 
male.  

 Disability- The PLUS Survey indicates 16% of Beckenham Library Users had one 
or more disabilities. Census data shows that 84% of Bromley residents are in very 
good or good health. 

 Pregnancy and maternity- ONS statistics 2011 show 4,141 live births in Bromley.  
2014 Library consultation findings show that 4% of users across the Library Service 
were pregnant, 5% were of women on Maternity leave and 0.29% on adoption leave.  

2b Have complaints or feedback been received about the function and its effect on different 
equality groups? 

 yes                               
 

 no   Don’t know 
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 Provide evidence by documenting all reliable up to date information. 
No complaints of feedback received about the effect of the function on equalities groups  

2c Outsourced services - if the function is provided by external organisations/agencies on 
behalf of the Council please detail any arrangements you have to ensure that the function 
promotes equality; this may include contract conditions.  

 Provide evidence by documenting all reliable up to date information. 
 
Bromley Library Service is currently provided by Greenwich Leisure Limited who were 
awarded a ten year contract to deliver library services on behalf of the Council which 
commenced on 1st November 2017.  Events delivered by GLL targeted at equalities groups 
include Visually Impaired reading groups, and Dementia café participation in Universal 
Health offer. Silver Surfers, Baby bounce and rhyme. GLL will continue to develop their offer 
at any new Beckenham Library facility and other libraries within the Borough. GLL will be 
one of the key stakeholders who the Council will consult with and work with to deliver this 
scheme should it progresses to the RIBA stage .  

2d Does the function have employment implications for Council staff  

 yes                            
 

 no   Don’t know 

Provide evidence by documenting all reliable up to date information.  

2e If you have established that the function does have an adverse impact on one or more of 
the groups, then you must identify whether this is justifiable.  If not, then the function must 
be changed.  Please set out the adverse impact and the business justification for continuing 
with this situation.   
 
The primary justification for making the proposed changes to Library Services is to improve 
outcomes for Library Users and residents against a backdrop of significant financial 
challenges and increasing demands for services as detailed in Transforming Bromley our 
four year roadmap 2019-2023 
  
An additional justification for this service change is the growing need for affordable homes 
in the borough. The current Beckenham Library site has been identified as a potential site 
which would increase the supply of housing and improve outcomes for residents including 
those with protected characteristics   
 
The relocation of Beckenham Library to a prime location nearer to transport links and other 
retail outlets is an opportunity to improve and develop further a popular service. The needs 
of the residents have been fully considered in this process and it is felt that replacing the 
current provision with a new Library and Cultural facility would be the most effective way of 
delivering a modern innovative library PLUS offer which extends and improves services that 
are currently available at Beckenham Library. The new Library and Cultural facility at the 
Beckenham Halls site is easily accessed by car, train and bus would offer significantly 
increased opening hours, cultural facilities, hall hire, community space, an improved 
programme of events and activities for all.    
 
The impact on the identified affected groups has been considered as follows 
Adverse Impact: Age- The number of residents aged 65+ are higher than the national 
average among Bromley library users, the population of Bromley as a whole, and 
Beckenham  residents. Therefore negative impacts of this policy detailed in section 1e could 
affect a greater number of older people.  
 
Adverse Impact: Disability- Refer to the adverse impacts outlined in section 1e and also 
detailed in the age category above   
 
Adverse Impact: Sex- As women are the predominant users of Bromley Libraries including 
Beckenham Library, any impacts of this proposed service change will affect a greater 
number of women than men. Refer to negative impacts in section 1e and from age and 
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disability categories 
 
Adverse Impact: Pregnancy and maternity- Refer also to the adverse impacts identified 
in section 1e and from the categories above 
 
Action to mitigate potential impact-The following action detailed below will ensure that 
the relocation of Beckenham library service provides full access to services for the groups 
identified above, mitigating any potential negative impacts fully 

 If relocation goes ahead 98% of residents will remain within 1.5 miles of  a Library  

 Public access to Bromley Library Service is available at any time from a computer or 
device with internet access via the library website 
https://capitadiscovery.co.uk/bromley/. Bromley Libraries offer 24 hour access to a 
wide range of services online including renewals, internet, e-books and other online 
resources 

 Access to Council services is also available at any time via the Bromley Council 
website, www.bromley.gov.uk  

 The project brief includes the retention of existing facilities for people with disabilities 
and additional needs including Dementia cafes, visual impaired reading groups and 
autism awareness events. 

 The project specification will include and develop the current Health offer. GLL 

libraries have become valuable social hubs, acting as support networks, advice and 
information resources and social centres, and helping to combat isolation in the 
community while constantly working hard to engage new audiences  

 Activities currently provided for babies and toddlers are essential, giving support for 
new parents and carers. The project specification will include the retention of 
existing facilities and activities for babies and toddlers. 

 Car parking-There is car parking available at the current Beckenham Library site. 
There is a pay and display car park opposite to the proposed Library site 

 Concessionary freedom passes are available for all individuals over pensionable age 
which will mitigate the cost of additional travel costs to access libraries.   

 
There were no adverse impacts identified for the remaining equalities groups.   

2f Monitoring – give details of any monitoring being carried out on existing functions. 
  
The following monitoring has been carried out on our existing library service  and policies 

 Library Statistics - A range of statistics including Issues and Visitor figures, Peoples 
Network usage figures are collected, monitored and reviewed  

 Transaction data and management information from the Library Service 

 User feedback, CIPFA satisfaction surveys carried out every three years most 
recently in 2015 and 2017 with adults and children 

 GLL Satisfaction Surveys - 2017-2019  

 Performance data compiled by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and 
Accountancy (CIPFA) and are benchmarked against comparable local authorities 

 Extensive independent public consultation carried out in 2012, 2014 and 2015 to 
assess the impact of changes to the Library service  

 Activities attendance log 

 Contract Management KPI monthly and annual reporting 
Data received is reviewed and analysed and used to review the standards of existing 
functions and to drive improvement.  

2g 
(i) 

If this is a new function, or not currently monitored, are you planning to monitor the impact of 
the function  

 yes                            
 

 no   Don’t know 

If yes add details to action plan 
If no please explain why it is not considered appropriate to do so. See updated action plan  
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2h Consultation – If you have not carried out consultation, or if you need to carry out further 
consultation who will you be consulting with and by what methods? 
 

As required by the Council’s public law duty to consult, a public consultation exercise will be 
undertaken on completion of the concept design prior to reporting back to Members for 
authority to move to the next RIBA stage.  
 
A sample of Library users and non-users should be consulted. Particular efforts will be 
made to consult and engage with the equality groups. Previous Library consultations have 
included a range of questions in relation to the nine protected characteristics’ stemming 
from the 2010 Equality Act. The equalities groups will be represented in any the focus 
groups which take place. Consultation methods will include a range of methods including 
online surveys, face to face surveys, exit surveys, focus groups and telephone surveys. 

 
Previously, detailed consultation has always been undertaken to underpin changes to the 
Library Service. Extensive independent public consultation carried out in 2012, 2014 and 
2015 to assess the impact of changes to the Library service. Adaptations were made to 
Service changes following consultation analysis 
 
See updated action plan  

2h Evidence – what further evidence do you have about considerations with regard to equality 
issues that you have made concerning this function? e.g. audit reports, minutes from 
meetings or survey results 
In order to inform this EIA evidence regarding equality issues has been gathered from the 
sources listed below and analysed to ensure that the needs of all residents  including the  
equalities groups using or wishing to use Bromley Library services are considered as part of 
this process  

 Census 2011 data 

 Library Statistics from the Library Management System (LMS) 

 CIPFA Public Library User Survey (PLUS)2017 

 CIPFA Children’s Public Library User Survey (PLUS) 2015 

 Bromley Libraries Consultation Report 2014 

 Stock Management Policy  

 Libraries Specification  

 Postcode Mapping Exercise 2019 

 Transforming Bromley Roadmap 

 LBB/GLL Minutes of Monitoring meetings Nov 2017-to date 
 
Beckenham Library: Profile Analysis 
The Site of the proposed shared facility is the current Beckenham Public Hall site which is 
just 0.8 miles away from the current Library site so will remain fully accessible to the local 
community. The last CIPFA PLUS Survey which was conducted in 2015 showed that the 
primary method of travel to Beckenham Library was as follows 

 48% Walked 

 37% Car/bike 

 15% Public Transport 
Beckenham Library is situated in Clock House ward within a residential area with low levels 
of deprivation and unemployment. The local area profile indicates that there is a mix of 
younger families, middle aged adults and active elderly living in the area which is reflected 
amongst library users. Age profiling conducted during the most recent CIPFA survey gives 
the following  breakdown of adult users 

 40% of users were aged 25-44 

 29% of users were aged 45-64 

 17% of users were aged 65-74 

 9% of users were aged 75 and over 

 72% of customers have been using Beckenham Library for more than 3 years 
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There is clearly a strong local demand for library facilities from children and families which 
will be reflected in the Project brief. The 2015 recent Children’s PLUS Survey shows that 
children aged 0-7 use the library the most with 60% of those responding falling within the  
0-7 Key stage 1 age range. 
 
Active Users - Across the whole Bromley Library service there has been a slight decrease 
in active users (  defined as users who have borrowed an item within the previous 12 
months), down 0.34% between January 2018 (41,641 active users) and January 2019 
(41,500 active users). Comparatively, at Beckenham there was a 0.99% decrease. 
 
Postcode analysis - A postcode analysis of all Bromley’s active users in 2018-19 shows 
that 87.3% of users living most locally to Beckenham Library use this library. In contrast, 
overall 71.5% of Bromley Library Members users used their closest library. Currently 
Beckenham Library is the nearest library for 9.6% of all registered Bromley Libraries users.  

 
New Members - In 2018-19 a total of 18,119 new members registered to join Bromley 
Libraries, an 8.77% increase from 2016-17 (16,657 new members). At Beckenham Library 
the number of new borrowers exceeded the borough average with a 17.2% increase 
recorded. 

 
Issues – The number of items (books & audiobooks; eBooks and e Audiobooks; CDs and 
DVDs) issued increased by 3.7% annually across all libraries in 2018-19 compared to 2017-

18. In particular, the issue of digital items (eBooks, audiobooks, etc) increased by 62.8%, 

representing 3.3% of all item issues. Due to the implementation of a new Library 
management system which combined online renewals in with issue figures which had not 
previously been recorded, reliable branch by branch comparisons are not possible, but has 
evened out on the service wide total  
 
Stock -  As detailed in the updated stock plan, Bromley library service aims to  
• Provide a range and depth of stock that reflects the rich and complex diversity of needs 
within the Borough  
• Continually maintain and develop stock by identifying and improving areas of under 
provision, anticipating new needs and responding to changing cultural requirements  
The range and variety of stock will be further enhanced within the new Library in order to 
increase issues 
 
Public Network PC Usage – Libraries offer the free usage of public PCs for a limited time 
per day per library card. In Q4 of 2018-19, across all Bromley libraries (159 PCs total), 
Public Networks PC was in use for 39.2% of all opening hours. At Beckenham Library its 15 
PCs were occupied 40.0% of the time demonstrating the importance of the provision of 
publically accessible PCs to ensure digital inclusion.  
 
MFDs – Each library branch offers at least one Multi-Function Device (MFD) to the public 
for printing and photocopying needs for a small fee. In Q4 of 2018-19, 8,370 pages were 
printed at Beckenham Library. 

  
2i Publishing – if the equality impact assessment forms part of an overall review then the 

results should be published as part of any report that goes forward to Elected Members.  If 
not the findings of the impact assessment should be published on our Council’s web site. 

Add details to action plan 
See updated action plan  

2j Training and development  - please list any staff training issues that have arisen as a result 
of conducting the impact assessment-Add details to action plan 
See updated action plan 
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Stage 3 - EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT ACTION PLAN please list actions that you plan to take as a result of this assessment, continuing on a separate sheet if 

necessary.  If appropriate these actions should be added to any business/service plan for the function.   
Issue Action to be undertaken Desired outcome Action owner Target date  

Complaints or feedback 
Section 2b requires any complaints or 
feedback about the impact of the function on 
equalities groups to be recorded   

Update section 2b if any complaints or 
feedback is received about the function 
and its effect on different equalities 
groups 

To ensure that any complaints or 
feedback regarding the relocation 
of Beckenham Library on different 
equalities groups is carefully 
considered. 

Paula Young 
 

TBC 

Monitoring 
Section 2f of the EIA asks for details of new 
monitoring functions 
 
 

To record and monitor statistics for 
Beckenham Library for inclusion in 
annual Library statistics and returns.  

The Library service provider and 
the Client Unit will ensure that the 
current performance and usage 
data relating to the contract is 
collected and analysed. 

Client Team/ GLL 
 

          TBC 

Consultation 
Section 2h asks for clarification of consultation 
method and who will be consulted  
 

Consultation with Library users and 

communication of proposed service 
change. This should take include 

surveys and face to face consultation 

Bromley residents and users of 

Beckenham Libraries to be 
consulted about changes to the 

location of their libraries and 
given opportunity to put forward 

their views. Affected equalities 

groups to be targeted for 
consultation 

To be decided TBC 

Publishing 
Section 2i of the EIA requests that  this 
document should be published 
 

Arrange for this EIA  to be published 
on the Council’s website where it can 
be viewed by all 

That  the  EIA documents are 
available on the Council’s website 

Paula Young TBC 

 
Author: Paula Young 
Role: Equalities Champion 
Date: October 2019 
Approved by: 
Date: 
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Report No.
DRR19/059/A

London Borough of Bromley

PART ONE- PUBLIC

Decision Maker: EXECUTIVE

For pre decision scrutiny by the Renewal, Recreation and Housing 
Committee on 5 November 2019

Date: Wednesday 27 November 2019

Decision Type: Non-Urgent Executive Key

Title: OPTIONS APPRAISAL FOR CHIPPERFIELD ROAD SITE 
(BROMLEY VALLEY GYMNASTICS CENTRE) 

Contact Officer: Lizzi Hewitt-Brown, Programme Manager, Regeneration
Tel: 020 8313 4097    E-mail:  Lizzi.Hewitt-Brown@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer: Sara Bowrey, Director of Housing, Planning and Regeneration

Ward: Cray Valley West

1. Reason for report

This report sets out the current lease arrangement for Bromley Valley Gymnastic Centre, and 
provides options for the use of the site. Members are requested to determine their favoured 
option for the site.

________________________________________________________________________________

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 Members of the Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS Committee are asked to review 
and comment on the contents of this report, prior to the Executive being asked to:

 Agree to re-provide a gymnastics centre for Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club as set out in 
para 3.12 to 3.18;

 Please see Part 2 for additional recommendations. 
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children

1. Summary of Impact: Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club provides a range of opportunities for 
young people and vulnerable older people through its programme of recreational gymnastics. 

________________________________________________________________________________

Corporate Policy

1. Policy Status: Not Applicable 

2. BBB Priority: Children and Young People Quality Environment Supporting Independence 
Healthy Bromley Regeneration 

________________________________________________________________________________

Financial

1. Cost of proposal: To be determined

2. Ongoing costs: To be determined

3. Budget head/performance centre: Renewal, Recreation and Housing

4. Total current budget for this head: £15.7m

5. Source of funding: To be determined
________________________________________________________________________________

Personnel

1. Number of staff (current and additional):  Not applicable

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:  Not applicable
________________________________________________________________________________

Legal

1. Legal Requirement: None

2. Call-in: Applicable
________________________________________________________________________________

Procurement

1. Summary of Procurement Implications: See main report.
________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Impact

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): Current weekly users of the 
Centre are estimated at around 715.

________________________________________________________________________________

Ward Councillor Views

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? Yes 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  A draft version of this report was circulated to 
Councillors of the following Wards for on comment on Friday 4th October 2019:-

 Cray Valley West
 Cray Valley East 
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 Orpington
 Petts Wood and Knoll
 Chislehurst

Councillors were supportive of the Option 1 recommendation to re-provide a new centre for 
Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club. Ward Members commented on the number of residential units 
that would be built alongside the gymnastics centre, and the need to maximise the land for 
residential purposes. It was confirmed with Ward Members that these areas of the scheme will 
be fully explored in due course. 
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3. COMMENTARY

Background

3.1. Outlined in the Local Plan is the Council’s intention to utilise the site of Bromley Valley 
Gymnastics Centre and adjacent land at Chipperfield Road (St Paul’s Cray) to build 
circa 200 residential units.  

3.2. It is anticipated that as part of this development a new community facility will be built to 
bring together St Paul’s Cray Library and Cotmandene Community Resource Centre. 
Additionally there is potential to provide a new facility for Bromley Valley Gymnastics 
Centre, which is located on the current site.

3.3. The site, totalling 2.8 hectares, is identified in the Local Plan’s housing trajectory. 
Delivering housing here would contribute to the Council’s high priority target to build 
and purchase 1000 housing units during the next four years. 

3.4. Various conversations with the existing Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club have taken 
place over the last few years, including working with the gymnastics club to write a 
specification for a new build.  However in order to progress the development of the 
scheme, a Member decision is needed on the future provision of the gymnastics centre.

3.5. There are three options for consideration in relation to the gymnastics centre that 
concern both the current tenant and the building. Summarised here and described in 
further detail below, these are:

3.5.1 Option 1 - To demolish the existing gymnastics centre and build a new 
gymnastics centre specifically for Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club (the current 
tenant and operator) 

3.5.2 Option 2 - To demolish the existing centre and use the additional land for further 
housing units (n.b. options around the housing scheme will be brought forward at 
a later date) 

3.5.3 Option 3 - To demolish the existing gymnastics centre and build a new leisure 
centre (dry facilities only) with gymnastics space, and go out to the open market 
for an operator.

Bromley Valley Gymnastics Centre

3.6. Bromley Valley Gymnastics Centre (BVGC) has been situated on the former 
Walsingham School site in Chipperfield Road since 1991.  BVGC utilises part of the old 
school building which is reaching the end of its usable life:  it is an unnecessarily large 
site, impractically configured for a gymnastics centre and is inefficient, both in terms of 
building fabric and services. 

3.7. Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club is a non-profit Company Limited by Guarantee, 
governed by a board of unsalaried directors.  The club was formed through the 
amalgamation of several gymnastics clubs across Bromley with support from the 
Council in the late 1980s. It has leased the site with protected tenancy since 1991.

3.8.  The club is open to recreational gymnasts, including:

a. Pre-school
b. General
c. Gymnastics and Movement for People with Disabilities (GMPD)
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d. Senior citizens 
e. Adults

As well as squad gymnasts, training and competing across the following disciplines:

a. Artistic
b. Acrobatic
c. Tumbling
d. Floor and vault
e. Display

Currently, BVGC has gymnasts representing Great Britain in national squads and has 
recently produced National, European and World medallists. 

The facilities are additionally used by students on sports and teaching degrees from 
Greenwich University, and local dance schools.  It has previously been used for GP 
referral classes, martial arts clubs, national and international gymnastics clubs, and 
fitness classes.

3.9. In total, circa 715 people use the centre each week, of which around 80% are from 
Bromley households.

3.10. The current building’s configuration not only limits the scope of the club’s training offer 
but also its scope as a competition venue.

3.11. The centre provides a valuable community resource, and in particular a focus on youth 
programmes, in a challenging part of the Borough.  

Option 1 – Re-develop centre for existing BVGC

3.12. The first option for consideration is the direct re-provision of the gymnastics centre, as a 
facility for the existing tenant, Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club, given their protected 
tenancy status.  

3.13. In this scenario, the specification of the new gymnastics centre would be developed in 
collaboration with the club, based on need, growth and best practice.  The new centre 
may include additional facilities including a crèche, café and fitness suite, as 
determined by a viable business plan, and gives the Council a valuable opportunity to 
work with the club to build further improvements to the local offer. 

3.14. A comparative research visit and meeting was undertaken in July 2019 to Spelthorne 
Gymnastics, a relatively new gymnastics centre which opened in 2017.  Membership of 
this club doubled within six months of opening. With a comparable offer, it is assumed 
that Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club could achieve similar successes.

3.15. The lease between Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club and the Council for the new centre 
would be on a full repairing and insuring basis.  

3.16. The centre would not only expand and develop the number and quality of its gymnasts, 
it would maximise its position as a facility for the broader community, used by schools 
and local groups for events and activities outside peak times. It is anticipated that an 
agreement around the number and type of hours dedicated to the community will be 
built into the lease. 
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3.17. This option allows the Council to continue to support a valuable community asset, 
focusing on young people, whilst sustaining a valuable rental income. However, it does 
not maximise housing quantum and is unlikely to be the most financially advantageous 
option for the Council.

3.18. Please see the Part 2 report for additional information. 

Option 2 – Do not re-provide gymnastics facility, and maximise land value for housing 

3.19. The second option considers the removal of the gymnastics centre without intention to 
re-provide it or a similar offer. 

3.20. This option would likely allow the provision of additional housing.  The exact quantum is 
yet to be determined but would be limited to the prospective footprint of a new gym 
facility, it is anticipated that this would circa 5 houses.  A greater capital receipt is 
therefore also anticipated.

3.21. Although Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club has a protected tenancy, the Council can 
terminate the tenancy but would be liable to pay compensation to the club. 

3.22. The benefit of the gymnastics centre, or similar offer, within the local community versus 
benefit of extending the residential development should be given due consideration.

3.23. The Council is unlikely to be able to support BVGC with finding new suitable facilities, 
and this is likely to result in the loss of the BVGC. Policy 20 of the Local Plan stipulates: 
“Planning permission will not be granted for proposals that would lead to the loss of 
community facilities, unless alternative enhanced provision is to be made in an equally 
accessible location for the community it serves, or it can be demonstrated that there is 
no longer a need for them or other forms of social infrastructure.”

3.24. This scheme would benefit the Council in terms of housing need and capital income but 
consideration of Policy 20 in relation to the loss of community facilities would suggest it 
is unlikely to receive planning permission. 

3.25. Please see the Part 2 report for additional information. 

Option 3 – Rebuild a general leisure offer (dry facilities only) for competitive tender

3.26. The third option is to build a general leisure centre provision with a gymnastics space as 
part of a development, and competitively tender this build through the open market. 

3.27. As with Option 1, this option would not maximise the housing provision and would 
reduce the capital receipt to the Council. The rationale for including this option is that it 
may deliver a high rental yield for the Council, over and above a gymnastics centre-only 
rent.

3.28. Whilst officers are aware of potential interest in the site from other leisure providers, it is 
important for Members to balance this with the community value that the BVGC offers, 
and the specialised nature of the service, which is likely to be lost without an 
appropriate facility.  It would be unlikely that another provider would propose a like-for-
like service, as the current tenant significantly relies on their own directors’ specialisms.   
Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club coaches and competes at elite levels. This elite level 
provision would be lost if the centre was taken over by a new operator.

3.29. As with Option 2, the Council can terminate the tenancy but would be liable to pay 
compensation to the Club.
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3.30. However, Policy 20 of the Local Plan (see para. 3.23) would reduce this option’s 
likelihood of receiving planning permission without the re-provision of alternative 
enhanced facilities. Therefore any additional rental income generated from a 
commercial leisure facility may be accounted for through the cost to re-provide a 
community facility elsewhere. 

Previous schemes

3.31. Members may recall a report taken to PDS and Executive in September 2016 
(DRR16/075) that summarised the previous feasibility works undertaken for the 
development proposals at the Chipperfield Road site. 
 

3.32. Reference to this scheme serves to provide Members with an indicative financial 
outcome of a new scheme to punctuate the ‘community’ versus ‘cost’ benefit argument. 

3.33. Please see the Part 2 report.

Summary

3.34. Option 1 will ensure that any future development re-provides the gymnastics facility for 
BVGC on the basis of BVGC accepting a full repairing and insuring lease (FRIL).

3.35. This option is based on a Heads of Terms being agreed with the club in advance, 
stipulating an agreed rent and level of community activity.

3.36. It is acknowledged that the market value of a new gymnastics centre is an unknown at 
present and the right due diligence including the appointment of independent and 
specialist valuer will be made. 

3.37. It is recognised that the re-provision of a new gymnastics centre may not be as 
financially advantageous as maximising the land for housing. Whilst the provision of 
housing continues to be a key priority for the Council, this should be balanced with the 
Local Plan’s commitment to wider community needs, including the provision of suitable 
recreational facilities, and in this case, those that encourage youth participation.

3.38. Market testing the site with the requirements to re-provide valuable community facilities, 
including the gymnastic centre, and provision of new library and incorporated resource 
centre, creates the most benefit not only in terms of housing quantum but also in 
relation to community need.  The anticipated 150 – 200 unit site is considerable and 
should be a carefully managed development if it is to bring effective and holistic 
regeneration to the area.

Scheme constraints

3.39. The future of Bromley Valley Gymnastics Centre is part of a wider scheme to 
regenerate the site around Chipperfield Road as identified in the Local Plan. The site is 
not without its challenges, however, and these will be brought forward in due course. 

4. IMPACT ON VULNERABLE ADULTS AND CHILDREN 

Summary of Impact: Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club provides a range of opportunities for 
young people and vulnerable older people through its programme of recreational gymnastics.
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5. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Policy 20 of the Local Plan should be considered in relation to the removal of community 
facilities. See para. 3.23 and 3.30.

6. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

6.1 At this early stage of consideration it is not possible to fully evaluate the possible financial 
implications of the development of the site.

6.2 This report seeks Members’ consideration of the continuation of the Bromley Valley Gymnastics 
Club facilities and any future rent agreement that would be required.

6.3 The full financial implications for the development of the site including any rent income will be 
reported back to Members’ once known. This will also include consideration of any VAT 
implications.

7. PERSONNEL IMPLICATIONS

No Council staff are affected by these recommendations.

8. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1 The proposal is to redevelop the area and provide a new gymnastic facility on site. The existing 
tenant BVGC has a protected tenancy. Provided Heads of Terms are agreed with BVGC and, 
subject to contract, the recommendation is to grant a new lease of the newly built facility to the 
existing tenant with some community use included.  Section 123 of the Local Government Act 
1972 requires local authorities to secure the best consideration reasonably obtainable when it 
disposes of land (other than a lease of 7 years or less) unless it has the benefit of an express or 
general consent of the Secretary of State.  Independent market valuation will determine the 
market value and assist the Council in establishing whether best consideration obligations are 
met.

8.2 If the disposal is at an undervalue it may be possible to rely on Local Government Act 1972 
general disposal consent (England) 2003 disposal of land for less than the best consideration 
that can be reasonably obtained (Consent). The Council may rely on the Consent if it can be 
demonstrated that the proposed lease to BVGC will promote or improve the economic, social or 
environmental wellbeing of its area, provided the undervalue does not exceed £2,000,000. In 
determining whether or not the disposal of land is for less than the best consideration 
reasonably obtainable, and whether or not any specific proposal to take such action falls within 
the terns of the Consent, the Council should ensure that it complies with normal and prudent 
commercial practices, including obtaining the view of a professionally qualified valuer as to the 
likely amount of the undervalue.

8.3 Officers will need to take legal advice with regards to terminating the existing lease with BVGC 
and entering into a new lease. If there are any other specific contractual arrangements 
envisaged then officers will need to take prior legal advice.

9. PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS

9.1. This report seeks authorisation to award via an exemption to re-provide a proposed new 
gymnastics facility for Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club.

9.2 This action is permissible under the general waiver power of the Council (CPR 3.1). The 
Council’s specific requirements for authorising an exemption are covered in CPR 13 with the 
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need to obtain the formal Approval of the Executive following the Agreement of the Portfolio 
Holder, Director of Corporate Services, Director of Finance, Assistant Director Governance & 
Contracts, Chief Officer and the Budget Holder for a contract of this value.

9.3 The actions identified in this report are provided for within the Council’s Contract Procedure 
Rules, and the proposed actions can be completed in compliance with their content.

Non-Applicable Sections: Not applicable

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact 
Officer)

Not applicable
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The following statement has been submitted by Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club to 
be considered by PDS and Executive in relation the recommendation made.

We write on behalf of Bromley Valley Gymnastics Centre to confirm our commitment to the 
redevelopment of our current site.  We understand that the development is to deliver new 
residential homes in addition to a new gymnastics facility that is suitable for current and 
anticipated future needs in line with British Gymnastics standards and further community 
facilities.

A specifically designed and modern building will enable us to increase participation and 
retention within our Recreational Gymnastics Programme, with obvious physical and social 
benefits.  This in turn, will realise an increase in opportunity for more talented Bromley 
gymnasts to train for elite national and international competition.

Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club already collaborates with local schools and other 
organisations involved in educational and community activities, to make use of the centre's 
facilities during ‘off peak’ times.  However, the dilapidated condition of the building limits 
our effectiveness.  A modern, fully accessible building will greatly increase our ability to 
provide a facility that will have substantial benefit to the wider community.

We have previously been working with the Council’s advisers, Cushman & Wakefield and 
GSA Architects, reviewing and evolving the indicative design concepts to create a 
development solution that articulates the requirements of BVGC, as part of the overall 
proposal.

Whilst dialogue continues, to date discussions have been positive in realising a facility that, 
with some further input to the design, has the potential to substantially benefit the operation 
and future of the gymnastics centre.

Should such potential be realised, once the nature of the redevelopment is finalised, we 
recognise a joint responsibility to review the financial basis upon which we occupy the space 
and the leasehold arrangements between ourselves and Bromley Council.  We will be 
working with the Council to consider this further, recognising that there would be a 
correlation between the financial benefit to Bromley Valley Gymnastics Club attributable to 
the redevelopment and leasehold arrangements, including rental payments, agreed with 
Bromley Council.

In 1991, the granting of a lease on the former Walsingham School building to Bromley Valley 
Gymnastics Centre saved the sport of gymnastics in Bromley from near collapse and set us 
on course to become a thriving and successful club.  The regeneration of the centre will 
allow this work to continue and furthermore create a facility of great benefit to our local 
community.
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Report No.
DRR19/053

London Borough of Bromley

PART 1

Decision Maker: EXECUTIVE

Date: 

For pre-decision scrutiny by the Renewal, Recreation and Housing 
Committee on 5 November 2019

27 November 2019
Tuesday 5 November 2019

Decision Type: Non-Urgent Executive Non-Key 

Title: PROVISION OF HOUSING AT WEST WICKHAM LIBRARY AND 
STATION ROAD CAR PARK, WEST WICKHAM

Contact Officer: Hannah Jackson, Head of Town Centre Renewal
Tel: 0208 461 7960   E-mail: hannah.jackson@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer: Director of Housing, Planning, Property and Regeneration

Ward: West Wickham 

1. Reason for report

1.1 In accordance with the Council’s Housing Policy, the Council has reviewed a number of sites 
across the borough that could be repurposed to provide housing for temporary accommodation.

1.2 This report summarises the initial feasibility work undertaken in relation to the current site of 
West Wickham Library and Station Road car park in West Wickham (Appendix 1) to provide 
approximately 34 residential units and 500sqm of commercial unit.

1.3 The report recommends that further feasibility work is undertaken in order to fully assess the 
viability of the scheme, whilst a procurement exercise is run concurrently to appoint a multi-
disciplinary design team. 

1.4 The results of the further feasibility work will be reported to a meeting of the Executive in spring 
2020.
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS Committee are asked to note the report and 
provide their comments for consideration by the Executive.

The Executive are asked to:

2.2 Review the feasibility work undertaken to date and approve the West Wickham Library and 
adjacent parcels of land and the cark park at Station Road, West Wickham as a potential site for 
housing development. 

2.3 Approve the additional feasibility work identified at paragraph 3.24, including instructing 
Cushman & Wakefield to enter into formal negotiations with the land owners for the purchase of 
additional land to maximise the site’s development potential.

2.4 Approve the procurement strategy outlined in paragraphs 4.1 – 4.10 for the appointment of a 
multidisciplinary design team for the scheme via the ADUP (Architecture Design + Urbanism 
Panel) framework.
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children

1. Summary of Impact: Vulnerable children and adults could be supported through the provision of 
housing for temporary accommodation 

________________________________________________________________________________

Corporate Policy

1. Policy Status: Existing Policy:  Housing Policy

2. BBB Priority: Quality Environment Safe Bromley Supporting Independence Vibrant, Thriving 
Town Centres Regeneration 

________________________________________________________________________________

Financial

1. Cost of proposal: Estimated Cost: £35k 

2. Ongoing costs: Not Applicable 

3. Budget head/performance centre: Capital Programme  

4. Total current budget for this head: £100k

5. Source of funding: Growth Fund 
________________________________________________________________________________

Personnel

1. Number of staff (current and additional):   N/A

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:        
________________________________________________________________________________

Legal

1. Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement Non-Statutory - Government Guidance: 

2. Call-in: Applicable:  
________________________________________________________________________________

Procurement

1. Summary of Procurement Implications:  This report recommends use of the ADUP framework 
for the appointment of a multi-disciplinary design team.

________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Impact

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): It is estimated that the scheme 
could provide temporary accommodation for 34 households.  

________________________________________________________________________________

Ward Councillor Views

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? Yes 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  A written copy of feedback from ward councillors will 
be provided prior to the committee meetings. 
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3. COMMENTARY

Background

3.1 As is set out in the draft Housing Strategy, the Council faces severe housing pressures and is 
considering how to deliver more affordable homes and more cost effective options for temporary 
accommodation.  

3.2 The draft Housing Strategy identifies four priorities for housing: building more homes; building 
better quality more affordable homes; preventing and tackling homelessness; and supporting 
vulnerable people.  The Council has a stated commitment to develop or purchase 1000 new 
homes on council-owned land or acquired sites by 2022.  The Council has also committed to 
reducing the proportion of households in nightly paid temporary accommodation, and to 
increase the supply of self-contained temporary accommodation with a view to eliminating the 
use of units with shared facilities.

3.3 Provision of good quality, value for money temporary and affordable accommodation in the 
borough is essential if the Council is to reduce the current pressures on its revenue budget and 
manage future demand for services.  Currently, there are around 1,580 households in 
Temporary Accommodation, of which around 950 are in costly nightly paid placements.  With 
the number of people needing to access Temporary Accommodation rising (as a result of 
welfare reform and increased local authority responsibilities under new legislation), the Council 
should not delay action.

3.4 At the meeting of the Executive on 28th November 2018, the Director of Housing outlined 
options to increase housing supply in the borough.  As part of the recommendations, the 
Executive agreed in principle to establish an affordable housing development programme that 
would look to deliver units on Bromley owned or acquired sites to, in part, address the rising 
cost of temporary accommodation provision.  As a result, officers have completed a review of 
Council owned sites across the borough and assessed their suitability for housing development, 
and particularly for the provision of temporary accommodation.  

3.5 Following these recommendations, the Council has agreed to develop housing for temporary 
accommodation on four Council owned sites:  the car park behind Burnt Ash Lane (off Brindley 
Way) DRR19/044, Anerley Town Hall overflow car park and Banbury House (Bushall Way, 
Chislehurst) DRR19/025, and York Rise ECHS19/061.  These sites were identified as surplus to 
requirements with potential for housing development in the Councils Five Year Housing Land 
Supply paper (DRR19/021).

3.6 As part of this review, Council owned car parks have been looked at in relation to their potential 
for housing development.  In order to deliver the number of units committed, the Council will 
need to consider the business case for development on its land where the challenges may be 
more significant.   

Station Road Car Park, West Wickham

3.7 A review of all Council owned car parks in West Wickham was undertaken.  On balance of a 
SWOT analysis for all sites, Station Road car park off Croft Avenue is currently recommended 
as a site for the provision of housing.

3.8 There are several car parks in West Wickham town centre; the following are owned by the 
Council:

 Pay and display car park off Ravenswood Avenue 
 Pay and display car park off High Street
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 Pay and display car park off Station Road
 Pay and display adjacent to West Wickham Leisure Centre

3.9 Of the Council owned car parks in West Wickham, Station Road car park generates the lowest 
amount of income for the Council and occupancy rates at the car park are also the lowest (see 
accompanying Part 2 report DRR19/054).  

3.10 Problems with access to and from the High Street car park site ruled this site out for 
development for housing at this time. 

3.11 The car park adjacent to West Wickham Leisure Centre is already being considered for the 
provision of housing as part of wider regeneration proposals for a mixed use development on 
the Leisure Centre site (DRR19/027).  Reprovision of car parking will be secured within this 
scheme.

3.12 Initial massing exercises were therefore undertaken in relation to the car parks off Ravenswood 
Avenue and Station Road.  This exercise identified that it would be more desirable to consider 
development on the Station Road site.  

Maximising Development Potential

3.13 Massing exercises for Station Road car park showed the site was viable, but only if no public 
car parking was retained on this site.   

Data suggests that the other Council car parks in West Wickham have more than enough 
capacity to manage the displacement of cars from the Station Road car park on the basis of 
average occupancy, even if no car parking were retained at this site.  However, there does 
appear to be a shortage of car parking in Council owned town centre car parks when all car 
parks are at their highest capacity.  This does warrant further investigation but does not 
necessarily mean that the loss of car parking would prohibit the scheme.  The data does not, for 
example, take into account that one car park may be at its highest capacity when another is not; 
it just assumes a worst case scenario.  Moreover, it does not take into account capacity at town 
centre car parks which are not owned by the Council, or other on-street car parking.

Average capacity: West Wickham car parks

Average Occupancy

Car Park Number of 
spaces

Average 
occupancy

Average 
number of 
occupied 
spaces

Average 
number of 
vacant spaces 

Ravenswood car park 153 61% 93 60
High Street car park 119 61% 73 46
Station Road car park 67 54% 36 31
TOTAL 339 59% 202 137

Highest occupancy rates

Car Park Number of 
spaces

Highest 
occupancy 
rates

Highest 
number of 
occupied 
spaces

Lowest 
number of 
vacant spaces

Ravenswood car park 153 88% 135 18
High Street car park 119 94% 112 7
Station Road car park 67 79% 53 14
TOTAL 339 87% 300 39
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If members agree the recommendation to take this scheme forward, additional work will be 
undertaken to assess the impact of the loss of parking on the local economy, and to identify the 
impact on other town centre car parks.  

3.14 The car park site itself has the potential to deliver up to16 units comprising of a mix of 2 and 3 
bed homes (Appendix 2).  An initial financial viability assessment does suggest that this scheme 
would be viable and it is recommended that this is held as a reserve position depending on the 
outcome of the further feasibility work recommended in this report.  However, if the site was 
increased to include the current West Wickham Library and parcels of land to the rear 
(Appendix 1), the development potential of the site is significantly increased, with the 
opportunity to deliver up to 34 residential units and 500sqm of commercial space. 

3.15 Members will be aware that the approved medium-term plan is to relocate West Wickham library 
to a new mixed use development at the current site of West Wickham Leisure Centre so that is 
co-located with other community services in a modern, purpose built facility (DRR19/027).  The 
existing library building is outdated and requires significant maintenance investment.  However, 
should members agree to take a capital scheme on this site forward, interim premises for the 
library will be required.  Potentially, the new commercial facility could provide interim 
accommodation (the current library floor area is 411sqm), with the Council delaying rental 
income until the new library facility opens.  However, it is recommended that alternative 
premises are considered as part of the next stage of feasibility work.     

3.16 Additionally, to maximise the development potential of the site, it is recommended that the 
Council seeks to acquire adjacent parcels of land between the library and car park sites, for 
which it does not currently own the freehold.  This includes

 an unadopted car park to the rear of the library

This site would need to be acquired to enable development to extend beyond the existing car 
park site.  Currently, the surface car park is included on the title plan for 115 Station Road, 
West Wickham, BR4 0PX.   This cost of acquiring this land has been initially estimated and 
this is set out in the accompanying Part 2 report (DRR19/054).

 a vacant commercial unit directly adjacent to the car park

This unit would also need to be acquired to enable development to extend beyond the existing 
car park.  The freehold for the unit is privately owned and was until May 2018 leased, but has 
been vacant since.  The cost of acquiring this land has been initially estimated and this is set 
out in the accompanying Part 2 report (DRR19/054).

 A private road that runs parallel to the car park

Including this road within the scope of the development site would increase the number of 
units deliverable on the site by providing combined vehicle access to a new housing 
development and to service the rear of the existing shops.  The existing road is currently a 
private street, but the Council could use the provisions of the Private Street Works Code from 
the Highways Act 1980 to have it made up to an adoptable standard.  This would include 
undertaking works to widen and resurface the existing road and to make improvements to the 
junction with Croft Avenue.  The initial estimated cost of these works is £200k.
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Summary of Initial Feasibility Work

3.17 AOC Architecture was commissioned to undertake an initial feasibility study which considered 
options for massing on the site.  They were asked to consider options for housing development 
which both included and excluded the library and parcels of land to the rear.  

3.18 A number of options for massing were considered; the optimum scheme recommends providing 
up to 34 residential units and 500sqm of commercial unit across the car park, the library and the 
parcels of land to the rear of the library (Appendix 3).  The massing concludes provision of a mix 
of 1, 2 and 3 bed residential units as set out in the table below:

Massing: Residential Unit Breakdown

Number of units
1 bed 9
2 bed 19
3 bed 6
TOTAL 34

3.19 The massing exercise showed development in three separate blocks:
 a four story block fronting Glebe Way
 a three story central block 
 a row of two storey three bedroom terraced dwellings

Access to the site would be from Croft Avenue via the existing unadopted road.  Whilst public 
car parking cannot be reprovided, surface car parking for residents is included in the massing 
exercise; 26 car parking spaces ensure policy compliance.

3.20 The massing exercise has also provided a commercial unit.  In doing so, the scheme addresses 
planning policy set out at policies 94 and 20 of the Bromley Local Plan.  It also has the potential 
to create an income stream to the Council which could be used to create a maintenance fund to 
help meet the ongoing management and maintenance costs of the new housing.  As set out in 
paragraph 3.15, the unit could be used to reprovide the library in the short to medium-term if a 
delayed rental income was accepted.  An initial estimate of the commercial rent that could be 
generated is set out in the accompanying Part 2 report DRR19/054.  

3.21 Officers received some informal feedback from planners on the planning implications of the 
massing exercise.  A summary of the most notable points are:

 The site is suitable for residential and retail development

 Development may need to be reduced and massing reconfigured to reduce height in 
order to manage issues affecting visual impact and privacy for existing residents

 Integration with the street scene, particularly where the development adjoins Croft 
Avenue should be reviewed 

3.22 In light of this feedback, it is proposed that a traditional construction method is used to provide 
housing on this site, so support better integration with the surrounding street scene, and to 
maximise the income generating potential of the commercial unit.  Additionally, at the next stage 
of feasibility alternative massing will be considered.

3.23 Some due diligence work has also been undertaken in relation to these sites.  An initial look at 
plans mapping utilities in the borough show that there are no major issues underneath the site.
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Recommendations for Site 1: Station Road car park, West Wickham

3.24 In light of the viability work undertaken to date, it is recommended that officers undertake a 
more detailed assessment of feasibility including:

 Instructing Cushman & Wakefield to undertake formal valuations of all land parcels, provide a 
formal estimate of rental income from the commercial unit and to provide valuation data on 
the development values to inform a more detailed business case.

 Instructing Cushman & Wakefield to commence negotiations with the owners of the privately 
held freehold so that the decision on whether or not to proceed with the scheme is based on 
the actual purchase price.

 Instructing more detailed legal investigations and advice on the scheme risks. 

 Appointing AOC Architecture to undertake further massing work in order to address the 
comments raised by the Council’s planners and to ensure that the total number of units does 
not need to be reduced to the extent that the viability of the scheme is jeopardised.

 
 Procuring Quantity Surveyor services to provide a more accurate estimate of the total scheme 

cost following a review of massing. 

 Undertaking further work to assess the traffic and economic impacts of removing car parking 
from the Station Road car park.

 Reviewing options for the re-provision of West Wickham library on an interim basis (while the 
scheme to bring forward a mixed use leisure development on the site of West Wickham 
Leisure Centre is progressed.

 Completing an Equality Impact Assessment

 Undertaking a procurement process to appoint a multi-disciplinary design team who could 
take the scheme forward.

It is anticipated that the outcome of this viability work will be reported to the meeting of the 
Executive in spring 2020.

4. PROCUREMENT AND PROJECT TIMESCALES AND GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS

4.1 As part of the next stage of feasibility work, it is recommended that officers seek to procure a 
multi-disciplinary design team to deliver this residential led development.  It is recommended 
that this appointment be for RIBA stages 0-7, with appropriate break clauses at all RIBA 
stages.  Officers will report back to members at RIBA stage 2 (concept design) and 4 
(technical design) so that if further work identified that the scheme was no longer viable or 
desirable, the contract could be terminated without incurring additional cost.

 
4.2 Running the procurement process concurrently with the further feasibility work would enable 

officers to proceed directly to the concept design stage following reporting the outcome of the 
further feasibility work to the meeting of the Executive in spring 2020 and avoid any delay 
progressing the project.
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4.3 It is recommended that following concept designs, a design and build contractor is appointed 
to deliver the scheme, with the multi-disciplinary design team taking on contract administration 
duties as is normal for a design and build scheme.

4.4 Officers recommend that the Council  use the Architecture Design + Urbanism Panel (ADUP) 
framework for these appointments.  There is no charge to use the framework.   The framework 
promotes high quality urban and suburban regeneration and sustainable development in 
London, and is for use by public sector land owners, including Local Authorities.  It is 
recommended that a design team is procured under Lot 4 of the framework: Architecture – 
Housing and Mixed-use.  

4.5 The framework reduces the amount of time and cost associated with a procurement exercise 
because suppliers are pre-qualified by the framework providers based on technical 
competence and financial competition.  Delivering at pace is important; for every week that the 
Council does not deliver these units, an additional £4k is required for expensive nightly paid 
placements.  If a framework was not used, the Council would be required to undertake a full 
OJEU compliant procurement process which could result in a high number of returns, requiring 
significant officer time to evaluate.

4.6 In accordance with the terms of the framework a mini-competition will be undertaken.  This 
gives the 12 panel members (suppliers) from Lot 4 on the framework the opportunity to submit 
a tender specific to this project.  The mini-competition process is summarised in the table 
below:

Mini-Competition Process Indicative 
timescale

Preparation of mini-competition documents  2 – 4 weeks
 Invitation to tender – to select the winning supplier  4 - 6 weeks
 Evaluation of bids including supplier interviews 3 – 4 weeks
Award of contract (via the Council’s committee process) 4 weeks

Members should note that the framework requires that panel members are appointed using 
specified evaluation criteria of 70% technical, 5% equality, diversity and inclusion, and 25% 
financial.  This is a deviation from the Council’s usual position on the evaluation of tenders.  
However, in this case officers are recommending this procurement strategy on the basis that it 
is the most suitable framework for the commission.  The panel members on Lot 4 have been 
shortlisted because of their excellent track record in relation to housing and mixed use 
developments in London, and have already been subject to competition upon joining the 
framework.  Furthermore, this framework allows use of suppliers that have been specifically 
chosen for their excellence in this area, rather than a general proficiency in relation to urban 
development.  This reduces the Council’s exposure to risk as these experiences and specialist 
suppliers are able to better anticipate the likely issues with the project and design around them 
resulting in overall a more cost-effective scheme.  

4.7 The winning supplier will then be contracted using a call-off contract supplied by the framework 
and under the general terms and conditions in the Framework Agreement.  The call-off 
contract can be adapted to the specific requirements of the project.

4.8 The estimated contract value for design services across all RIBA stages and surveys for a 
scheme is set out in the accompanying Part 2 report (DRR19/054). 
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4.9 In relation to the procurement exercise for the appointment of a multi-disciplinary design team 
before the feasibility work is complete, the Council should not tender if it is not intent on 
delivering.  In this instance, the Council is planning on proceeding with the scheme, subject to 
the outcome of the feasibility work.  If the further feasibility work undermines the viability of the 
scheme, a contract would not be awarded.  The Council is not obliged to award any tendered 
contract and this is made clear in the Council’s terms for the tender.

4.10 The procurement strategy for the design and build contractor to take the scheme forward to 
construction will be set out in a future committee report.

5. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

5.1 Any agreed proposals will be subject to planning permission and consequently a statutory 
period of public consultation. 

5.2 Ward members have been briefed about the proposals.

5.3 Consultation on any potential changes to the library location and/or the closure of Station Road 
car park will be undertaken at the appropriate time and consultation activity will be 
proportionate to the impact of any proposed changes.

6. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 The Council is currently consulting on a new Housing Strategy which includes a commitment 
to building and /or acquiring 1000 new homes inlcuding the use of Council owned sites, and to 
reduce the number of people in nightly paid accommodation and increase the supply of good 
quality, self-contained temporary and affrodable rented accommodation .

7. IMPACT ON VULNERABLE CHILDREN AND ADULTS

7.1 If this scheme is delivered, vulnerable children and adults will be supported through the 
provision of affordable housing that is suitable for individuals and families.

8. PROCUREMENT RULES

8.1 This report recommends use of Lot 4 of the ADUP framework established by the GLA for the 
appointment of a multi-disciplinary design team for the scheme at an estimated value of £730k 
with appropriate break clauses.  

8.2 In accordance with CPR 3.5, the Head of Procurement has been consulted regarding the use 
of the framework.

8.3 The use of the ADUP framework is subject to  the Council’s proper inclusion on the Contract 
Notice. For each requirement, a call of contract must be completed and the relevant proformas 
returned to the framework provider.

8.4 For the requirements set out above, a mini competition can be used under the terms of the 
framework and in compliance with CPR 3.6.1, the further competition must be carried out 
using the Council’s e-procurement system.
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8.5 The mini competition will be conducted in line with CPR 7.4. As the value of the contract is 
above the EU thresholds for services, it must be conducted in line with Regulation 33 of the 
Contract Procedure Rules.  

 
8.6 The Council’s Contract Procedure Rules require the following authorisation to proceed to a 

mini competition via a framework for a contract of this value; the Approval of the Portfolio 
Holder following Agreement by the Chief Officer, the Assistant Director Governance & 
Contracts, the Director of Corporate Services and the Director of Finance must be obtained.

8.7 In paragraph 3.24, the report recommends that AOC Architecture be appointed to deliver 
additional massing studies, further to the work that they had previously undertaken at the initial 
feasibility stages. The appointment of AOC Architecture to undertake this additional 
consultancy work is in accordance with CPR 8.2.1.  

8.8 Also in paragraph 3.24, the report requests for Cushman and Wakefield carry out additional 
feasibility work up to a value of £22k. Following Approval, this instruction must be applied via a 
suitable Change Control Notice, or similar, as specified in the contract.

 
8.9 The actions identified in this report are provided for within the Council’s Contract Procedure 

Rules, and the proposed actions can be completed in compliance with their content.

9. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

9.1 The proposed feasibility works will be funded from the Growth Fund monies already committed 
for feasibility works for housing schemes in the Capital Programme as agreed at the meeting 
of the Executive on 28th November 2018.  A breakdown of the anticipated costs is provided 
below: 

Item £'000
Fees for formal valuations, commercial negotiations 
and additional legal work 

22

Additional massing, costing work and planning advice 7
Further survey work on parking impact 6

35

9.2 The estimated scheme value at this initial stage of feasibility for 34 residential units and 
500sqm of commercial unit is £7.6m.  This figure is inclusive of all associated costs including 
design fees, the cost of acquiring private land and of adopting the private street for £200k as 
set out in paragraph 3.16.

9.3 Based on 34 units, this scheme could generate up to £395k per annum from net rental income 
and savings on nightly paid accommodation costs.

9.4 Subject to Members agreeing to progress this scheme, full financial implications will be 
presented with the outcome of the feasibility work in Spring 2020, which will include a detailed 
cost estimate, capital financing requirements, temporary accommodation savings and impact 
on parking income.

9.5 If the findings of the additional feasibility work recommended in this report indicate tha the 34 
unit proposal is not viable, a smaller scheme delivering 16 units on the Station Road car park 
site could be considered.  The estimated value for this smaller scheme is £2.3m, which could 
generate up to £190k per annum from net rental income and savings on nightly paid 
accommodation costs. 
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9.6 No provision for grant funding has been included; the scheme is not eligible for grant funding 
from the GLA because it is for the provision of temporary accommodation.

9.7 The indicative disposal value for the parcels of land for which the Council owns the freehold is 
estimated at £2.2m.  

10. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

10.1 The Housing Act 1996 Part 7 (as amended) sets out the Council’s statutory homelessness 
duties, including the duty to provide temporary accommodation for certain classes of people 
and in certain circumstances.

10.2 The Council can rely on Part 7 of the Housing Act 1996 to provide temporary accommodation 
together with the general power of competence in section 1 of the Localism Act 2011.  
Accommodation made available under Part 7 of the Housing Act 1996 strictly as provided by 
Schedule 1 of the Housing Act 1985 will not be a secure tenancy of licence.

10.3 The demand for homeless accommodation has continued to increase following the 
implementation of the Homeless Reduction Act 2018 as the duties towards homeless 
households are expanded.  The Council must make decisions in accordance with the law and 
also in accordance with its fiduciary duty to its tax payers in using Council resources.  The 
report explains the benefits including the financial benefits that must properly be weighed up 
and considered before taking a decision to proceed with the scheme.

10.4 Members are asked to note that should commercial negotiations with the owners of the private 
of freeholders fail, the Council could at a future date consider the commencing compulsory 
purchase processes to acquire the land.

10.5 The report is seeking agreement to procure a multidisciplinary team to undertake a detailed 
feasibility assessment at the car-park land at West Wickham through using the ADUP 
Framework. Due to the value of the proposed appointment such a procurement is governed by 
the Public Contracts Regulations (the Regulations) which allow the use of an existing 
framework which has been procured in compliance with the Regulations and which is 
expressed as being available to the Council. The Procurement comments to this report confirm 
that the Framework is available as such and must be used in accordance with the Framework 
rules.

10.6 The procurement comments to this reports deals with compliance with the CPR’s in relation to 
the use of the Framework and further engagement of AOC Architecture and instructions to 
Cushman and Wakefield

10.7 In due course there may be a need to carry out a formal appropriation of land .Under Section 
122 of the Local Government Act 1972 gives the Council the power to appropriate for any 
purpose for which the Council is authorised to own such land, which is no longer required for 
the purpose for which it was held, subject to the rights of other persons in, over or in respect of 
the land.

10.8 As indicated within this report further reports will be necessary.

10.9 Officers must also note, particularly in relation to the proposal for affordable housing and its 
fiduciary duty to taxpayers, that under section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972 the 
Council has a legal obligation to dispose of land at the best consideration 
reasonably obtainable. If land is to be sold at an undervalue the specific consent of the 
Secretary of State is required except where there is a general consent to dispose of land at an 
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undervalue up to a maximum of £2m in circumstances where the Council considers that it will 
help to secure the promotion or improvement of the economic social, or environmental 
wellbeing of its area. There is also the question as to whether the option finally agreed might 
be categorised as having as its object primarily the disposal of land which is exempt from the 
Regulations or whether the primary object is the realisation of a work corresponding to the 
requirements specified by the council exercising decisive influence on the type or design of the 
work, in which would then require compliance with the Regulations.

10.10 Actions in relation to consultation concerning various proposals are explained elsewhere in 
this report and in the Stakeholder engagement section. Officers will keep this under review as 
the proposals and options develop.

Non-Applicable Sections: Personnel considerations; IT and GDPR considerations

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact 
Officer)

Appendices:
1 – Map of West Wickham Library, rear land parcels and 
Station Road car park.

2 – Indicative massing exercise for Station Road car park 
only

3 – Indicative massing exercise for West Wickham Library 
and Station Road car park sites

Other background documents:

Draft Housing Strategy 2019-2029 (July 2019)

DRR19/021 LB Bromley Five Year Housing Land Supply 
Paper (April 2019)

ECHS19/061 Award of Contract for the Build and 
Management of Modular Homes at the York Rise Site (July 
2019)

DRR19/044 Award of Contract: Provision of Housing in 
Burnt Ash Lane (August 2019)

DRR19/025 Provision of housing supply in Anerley and 
Chislehurst (May 2019)

DRR19/027 West Wickham Leisure and Library 
Redevelopment (May 2019)

Increasing Housing Supply to Meet Housing Need 
(November 2018) Part 2
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Report No.
HPR19001

London Borough of Bromley

PART ONE - PUBLIC

Decision Maker: RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING POLICY 
DEVELOPMENT AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Date: Tuesday 5 November 2019

Decision Type: Non-Urgent Non-Executive Non-Key

Title: HOUSING PERFORMANCE REPORT

Contact Officer: Lynnette Chamielec, Assistant Director of Housing
    E-mail:  Lynnette.Chamielec@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer: Sara Bowrey: Director of Housing, Planning, Property and Regeneration

Ward: (All Wards);

1. Reason for report

1.1 Members requested a summary of the work undertaken by the Housing Needs service and an update
of the key performance statistics.

________________________________________________________________________________

2. RECOMMENDATION(S)

2.1 Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS are asked to note and where appropriate comment on the
contents of this report
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children

1. Summary of Impact: N/A 
________________________________________________________________________________

Corporate Policy

1. Policy Status: Not Applicable:  

2. BBB Priority: Children and Young People Excellent Council Supporting Independence: Further 
Details

________________________________________________________________________________

Financial

1. Cost of proposal: Individual schemes reported separately. 

2. Ongoing costs: Recurring Cost and Non-Recurring Cost 

3. Budget head/performance centre: Operational Housing

4. Total current budget for this head: £11m

5. Source of funding: Services contained Housing Needs Revenue Budget
________________________________________________________________________________

Personnel

1. Number of staff (current and additional):   N/A

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:        
________________________________________________________________________________

Legal

1. Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement: 

2. Call-in: Not Applicable:  
________________________________________________________________________________

Procurement

1. Summary of Procurement Implications:  N/A
________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Impact

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): Approximately 6000 new 
approaches to the service per annum. Ongoing Register of approximately 3500 households. 

________________________________________________________________________________

Ward Councillor Views

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? Not Applicable 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  N/A
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3. COMMENTARY

3.1 The Housing Department provides a range of statutory housing services to Bromley residents.

3.2 This includes the provision of a Housing Register, housing options, advice and homelessness 
support, temporary accommodation, allocation of accommodation through private sector 
procurement and the maintenance of nomination rights with Registered Providers (housing 
associations), money advice services, tenancy sustainment, a support and resettlement service, 
specialist young people’s integrated housing and social work service and the management of 
two traveller sites.

3.3 Headline statistics (full details in body of report):

 250 homeless approaches each month 

 3451 households on the Housing Register 

 250 new applications to the Housing Register each month

 1600 households in temporary accommodation

 950 households in nightly paid accommodation

 208 social housing moves undertaken (April-September 2019)

 52 private rented moves undertaken (April – September 2019)

3.4 As requested this report focuses on the services relating to housing advice, homelessness, the 
housing register and Allocations. It should be noted that in October 2019 the Housing 
Improvement service; which is responsible for work pertaining to empty homes, the allocation of 
disabled facilities grants and improvement works to sustain and make safe accommodation also 
transferred to the Housing Needs Department. Those service areas are not covered for the 
purpose of this report.

3.5 More detailed analysis of any areas that Members wish to review in more depth can be brought 
back as requested.

4.1 SERVICE PROFILE/DATA ANALYSIS

4.1 The key area of pressure facing the service is the number of approaches from households who 
are homeless or threatened with homelessness and who subsequently go on to require 
assistance with temporary accommodation. 

4.2 The original analysis on levels of demand for temporary accommodation (TA) demonstrated a 
net increase in placements of 25 per month of which in excess of 20 were being placed into 
nightly paid accommodation (NPA) due to lack of alternative supply. Since this time mitigating 
actions have reduced the current net increase in TA to an average of 15 per month, 5 of which 
are placed in NPA

4.3 The pressures on homelessness and TA have been caused as a result of the following key 
issues:
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 High levels of parental evictions; lack of affordable move on options for households.

 Increased homeless arising from loss of rented accommodation due to affordability. 

 Reduction in housing association lettings (re-lets and virtually no new build supply) creating a 
lack of move on from TA

 Reduced suppliers offering TA on models other than NPA

 Lack of affordable supply (affordability gap between income/benefit and rental levels)

 Cost of incentives required to secure positive prevention or relief solution

 Inability to access private rented accommodation which offers an affordable solution to 
homelessness leaving households in the system for longer periods of time

 Inability to secure accommodation locally and reduced quality – increase in refusals/legal 
challenges and administration of placements

4.4 Changes brought about since the introduction on the Homeless Reduction Act 2017 (which 
came into effect on the first of April 2018) have seen an increase in the number of approaches 
to the service. Under the requirements of the Act each approach requires a more intensive and 
sustained level of casework intervention:

April 2018 – Sept 2019

Total Approaches under HRA 4348

Average approaches per month 250

Cancelled HRA not pursued – non-attendance/application not 
progressed

463

Withdrawn/case closed without further action following initial 
advice/triage

550

Ineligible - no recourse to public funds 118

Not homeless within 56 days 524

Immediately homeless 521

Homeless within 56 days – prevention duty 2172

Homeless – relief duty including TA offer 743

Homeless Acceptances 480

4.5 A review of casework and intervention reveals around 80% of cases require a cash intervention; 
paying off rent arrears/topping up rent/incentive, deposit and rental top up to maintain existing 
or secure alternative accommodation. Overall the average intervention cost is in excess of 
£3,000 per household. Many local authorities are paying incentives far in excess of this to 
increase prevention and relief rates however this does not produce any real financial savings 
over the cost of nightly paid temporary accommodation or offer sustainable long-term solutions. 
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Such interventions must be carefully balanced so as not to inflate the market or mismanage the 
expectations of private landlords.

4.6 Increasing pressure is also being placed on Discretionary Housing Payments (DHP) to sustain 
tenancies well beyond what could be considered a reasonable period and in turn means that 
this resource cannot meet new levels of need as they are presenting.

4.7 Numbers in temporary accommodation have continued to rise. Due to the current lack of 
affordable, local accommodation approximately 70% of households in temporary 
accommodation have been placed outside of borough boundaries. Whilst the focus on 
prevention work and alternative supply has started to slow up the rate of increase it remains that 
there are over 900 households, some 1800 children, in nightly paid accommodation. 

4.8 Numbers on the Housing Register have remained relatively stable, however it should be noted 
that Bromley has a restrictive Register which primarily only grants access to those whom the 
Council has a statutory duty to assist. Whilst this approach was taken to manage expectations 
in light of the limited number of properties that are available for letting this potentially has an 
impact on the number of households that present as homeless and the sustainability of 
communities where there is a high density of social housing. Of the 1494 applications that were 
made between April and September 2019 only 40% were included on the Housing Register.
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4.9 The highest demand remains from households requiring two bedroom accommodation:

4.10 Lettings to Housing Association vacancies have continued to drop. Between April and 
September 2019 just 208 properties were let via Bromley Homeseekers. 18% (38 properties) 
were let to tenants of Clarion Housing Association through their transfer quota.

 

4.11 Whilst extensive work has been undertaken to engage the private rented sector the numbers 
being sourced are insufficient to meet the demand presenting. In 2018/19 we assisted 145 
clients to secure private rented accommodation. Procurement has slowed and between April 
and September 2019 only 52 households were assisted into private sector accommodation; of 
these 46 properties were utilised to prevent of relieve homelessness and the remaining 6 were 
offered to households in discharge of the full housing duty.
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5. IMPACT

5.1 In the last 5 years there has been a 100% increase in the use of temporary accommodation and 
costs have risen by 58%

5.2 Current predictions show cost pressures rising to around an additional £7m per annum by 
2022/23 compared to the 2018/19 budget to fulfil statutory duties in relation to homeless and the 
provision of temporary accommodation.

5.3 Costs are expected to rise by up to £10m per annum within the next 5 years.

5.4 Waiting times continue to increase. The average homeless household requiring two bedroom 
accommodation will wait in excess of 4 ½ years to secure a move via the Housing Register.

5.5 There has been a significant and continued pressure on the number of approaches to housing 
services. The focus on prevention work has achieved positive results, with roughly 10% of the 
total number of initial approaches going on to be accepted as homeless, and this continues to 
be reviewed and expanded through the increase of early intervention work and visits and 
attendance at outreach surgeries. 

5.6 Work is being undertaken to carry out benchmarking, review demand and explore opportunities 
through the re-building of the South East London Housing Partnership.

6. COMPLAINTS AND COMPLIMENTS

6.1 Housing services were the subject of 118 complaints during 2018/19, 66 (56%) of which were 
responded to in a timely way. The majority of complaints were in relation to Housing Allocations 
and Housing Options. A total of 52 complaints (44%) were upheld or partially upheld:

6.2 The largest number of complaints were in relation to issues with temporary accommodation of 
which 8 (19%) were fully upheld, and a ‘lack of action’ of which 13 (35%) were fully upheld.
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6.3 The reasons for the rising levels of complaints are in line with the escalations in demand and 
growing levels of dissatisfaction with TA conditions due to NPA market; this is one of the many 
drivers for the Council seeking to take control through the sourcing and development of in 
borough accommodation in order to provide an alternative supply. Across London all boroughs 
are seeing an increase in the levels of complaints and Ombudsman challenges.

6.4 Despite the often distressing and challenging circumstances in which the teams work they do 
receive a significant amount of positive feedback:

Sent to the Allocations Team in October:

“I cannot thank you both enough for your efforts in securing this temporary accommodation for myself 
and my daughter. I would very much like to thank you both in person in the future. This is such a 
lifeline at such a difficult and sensitive time. 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart. I will remain grateful forever.”

Sent to the Housing Management Team in October:

“I just wanted to say thank you again for taking the time to come to visit my flat. It really helps to know 
that there are people out there that understand my situation, and do want to help if they can.

Thank you for being so polite, professional, friendly and helpful, and for not judging me!”

Sent to the Housing Options Team in September:

“I appreciate your concern and your ability to listen to the message that is trying to be conveyed.

I also know it is difficult for front line staff as they are not always empowered to make difficult 
decisions (especially when the request is something out of the ordinary)  and that we are all working 
in an environment where resources are tight…… Once again, an appreciative thank you for going 
above and beyond.”

7. WORK BEING UNDERTAKEN

7.1 With the support of Members the Housing Transformation agenda is pursuing a number of 
regeneration and development opportunities in order to deliver high quality and local temporary 
and permanent accommodation. Work is being undertaken to review the entire temporary 
accommodation stock in order to ensure that as new schemes are brought online the Council is 
able to review and realign stock so that it meets the needs of clients whilst also improving the 
quality and affordability of accommodation.

7.2 As a result of feedback received through the implementation of the Homeless Strategy work has 
been undertaken to increase early intervention services in order to identify risk factors before 
homelessness is imminent. This includes working closely with partners Housing Providers 
through the Bromley Federation of Housing Associations and having fast track referrals for 
households at risk of losing their home.

7.3 We are re-designing the offer for private sector landlords and agents and reviewing the way in 
which we tap into this market. The team have for example, attended auctions and through this 
route recently made contacts which allowed them to source approximately 10 new build 
properties for allocation (these are currently in the process of being tenanted).

7.4 Multi-Agency work is being actively pursued. A Homelessness Forum was held recently and 
attended by Council staff, the police, local charities and housing providers. Work is also being 
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undertaken with local churches, learning shops and other Local Authorities in order to share 
best practice, develop new services and enhance existing ones.

7.5 Steps are being taken to address mismatches in supply and demand. Applications for general 
needs, sheltered and extra care housing will shortly be amalgamated into the remit of the 
Housing Needs service. This will ensure that there is one route to secure housing through the 
Council.

7.6 Additional funding has been sought to create an under-occupation support role. This is being 
funded for an initial 12 month period to scope existing demand and the barriers preventing 
households from securing more suitable accommodation with a view to supporting households 
and increasing the flow of family sized social housing.

7.7 Funding has been applied for the provide additional support over the winter period in order to 
engage with entrenched and returning rough sleepers in order to confirm the demand from this 
cohort and review the services required in order to source and sustain accommodation.

7.8 A Housing Strategy has been devised and is currently out for consultation. Once finalised this 
will set out our vision for the next ten years. The Strategy includes how the housing work 
streams fit in with the Council’s other key priorities and how we aim to deliver the priorities we 
have identified. These priorities include; the creation of more homes. Better quality, more 
affordable homes. The prevention and tackling of homelessness and the supporting of 
vulnerable people.

7.9 A review of the Allocations Scheme and lettings plan is scheduled to begin January 2020 in 
order to ensure that this is fit for purpose and re-designed to create more movement in stock.

7.10 Going forward it is proposed to present the key performance data on homelessness and 
temporary accommodation at each PDS meeting with a more detailed annual report alongside 
the portfolio plan.

8 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1 There are no financial implications arising from this report however, the actions set out within 
the performance areas of this report cumulatively aim to maximise the prevention of 
homelessness and minimise the use of temporary accommodation resources in the most cost 
effective and efficient way.

9 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

9.1 The housing objectives are set out in the relevant business plans these objectives are compliant 
with the statutory framework within which the Council’s Housing function must operate and 
incorporate both national requirements and local priorities.

Non-Applicable Sections: Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children / Personnel 
Implications / Legal Implications / Procurement Implications. 

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact 
Officer)

[Title of document and date]
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Report No.
DRR19/057

London Borough of Bromley

PART ONE - PUBLIC

Decision Maker: RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE

Date: 5th November 2019

Decision Type: Non-Urgent Non-Executive Non-Key 

Title: Contract Register

Contact Officer: Lydia Lee, Assistant Director, Culture and Regeneration
Tel:020 8313 4456     Email:Lydia.lee@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer: Sara Bowrey, Director, Housing, Planning, and Regeneration
Tel:020 8313 4013      Email:sara.bowrey@bromley.gov.uk

Ward: All Wards

1. Reason for report

1.1 This report presents an extract from the October 2019 Contracts Register for detailed scrutiny 
by PDS Committee – all PDS committees will receive a similar report each contract reporting 
cycle, based on data as at  24th September and presented to ERC PDS on 9th October 2019.

1.2 The Contracts Register contained in Part 2 of this agenda includes a commentary on each 
contract to inform Members of any issues or developments (there is no covering report).

 
________________________________________________________________________________

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

That the Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS Committee:
2.1 Reviews and comments on the Contracts Register as at 24th September 2019.
2.2 Notes that in Part 2 of this agenda the Contracts Register contains additional, potentially 

commercially sensitive, information in its commentary.
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Impact on Vulnerable Adults and Children

1. Summary of Impact: The appended Contracts Register covers services which may be universal 
or targeted. Addressing the impact of service provision on vulnerable adults and children is a 
matter for the relevant procurement strategies, contracts award and monitoring reports, and 
service delivery rather than this report.

________________________________________________________________________________

Corporate Policy

1. Policy Status: Existing Policy:  

2. BBB Priority: Excellent Council: 
________________________________________________________________________________

Financial

1. Cost of proposal: - N/A

2. Ongoing costs: - N/A

3. Budget head/performance centre: Renewal, Recreation and Housing Portfolio

4. Total current budget for this head: - £15.696m controllable budget

5. Source of funding: - Existing 2019/20 revenue budget
________________________________________________________________________________

Personnel

1. Number of staff (current and additional):   -  N/A

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:   -  N/A
________________________________________________________________________________

Legal

1. Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement: 

2. Call-in: Not Applicable:  
________________________________________________________________________________

Procurement

1. Summary of Procurement Implications: Improves the Council’s approach to contract 
management

________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Impact

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): N/A
________________________________________________________________________________

Ward Councillor Views

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments?  N/A 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  N/A
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3. COMMENTARY

Contracts Register Background

3.1 The Contracts Database is fully utilised by all Contract Managers across the Council as part of 
their Contract Management responsibilities, which includes updating the information recorded 
on the database. The Register is generated from the Contracts Database which is administered 
by the Governance and Contracts Division and populated by the relevant service managers 
(Contract Owners) and approved by their managers (Contract Approvers).

3.2 As a Commissioning Council, this information is vital to facilitate a full understanding of the 
Council’s procurement activity and the Contracts Registers is a key tool used by Contract 
Managers as part of their daily contract responsibilities. The Contract Registers are reviewed by 
the Procurement Board, Chief Officers, Corporate Leadership Team, and Contracts Sub-
Committee as appropriate

3.3 The Contracts Register is produced four times a year for members, although the Contract 
Database itself is always ‘live’. 

3.4 Each PDS committee is expected to undertake detailed scrutiny of its contracts – including 
scrutinising suppliers – and hold the Portfolio Holder to account on service quality and 
procurement arrangements.

Contract Register Summary

3.5 The Council has 207 active contracts covering all portfolios as of 24th September for the 
October cycle as set out in Appendix 1.

3.6 Contracts that have been categorised as red are generally one off capital schemes and 
therefore naturally come to an end and do not require a new tender process to be undertaken.

Renewal and Recreation and Housing

Item Category April 2019
July 
2019

October 
2019

Total Contracts £50k+ 10 12 25

Concern Flag Concern Flag 0 0 0

 

Red 0 1 1

Amber 6 6 12

Yellow 4 5 11
Risk Index

Green 0 0 1

Total  10 12 25

Red 6 4 11

Amber 0 0 3

Yellow 0 0 1
Procurement 

Status

Green 4 8 10

Total  10 12 25
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4. IMPACT ON VULNERABLE ADULTS & CHILDREN

4.1 The Corporate Contracts Register covers all Council services: both those used universally by 
residents and those specifically directed towards vulnerable adults and children. Addressing the 
impact of service provision on the vulnerable is a matter for the relevant procurement strategies, 
contracts, and delivery of specific services rather than this summary register.

5. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

5.1 The Council’s renewed ambition is set out in the 2016-18 update to Building a Better Bromley. 
The Contracts Database (and Contract Registers) help in delivering the aims (especially in 
delivering the ‘Excellent Council’ aim). For an ‘Excellent Council’, this activity specifically helps 
by ‘ensuring good contract management to ensure value-for-money and quality services’.

6. PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS

6.1 Most of the Council’s (£50k plus) procurement spend is now captured by the Contracts 
Database. The database helps to ensure that procurement activity is undertaken in a timely 
manner, that Contract Procedure Rules are followed and that Members are able to scrutinise 
procurement activity in a regular and systematic manner.

7. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1 The Contracts Database and Contract Registers are not primarily financial tools – the Council 
has other systems and reports for this purpose such as the Budget Monitoring reports. 
However, they do contain financial information both in terms of contract dates and values and 
also budgets and spend for the current year.

8. PERSONNEL IMPLICATIONS

8.1 There are no direct personnel implications but the Contracts Database is useful in identifying 
those officers directly involved in manging the Council’s contracts.

9. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1 There are no direct legal implications but the Contracts Database does identify those contracts 
which have a statutory basis and also those laws which should be complied with in delivering 
the contracted services.

9.2 A list of the Council’s active contracts may be found on Bromley.gov.uk to aid transparency (this 
data is updated after each Contracts Sub-Committee meeting).

Non-Applicable 
Sections:

None

Background 
Documents:
(Access via Contact 
Officer)

 Appendix 1 – Key Data (All Portfolios)
 Appendix 2 - Contracts Database Background 

information
 Appendix 3 – Contracts Database Extract PART 1 
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Appendix 1 Key Data (All Portfolios)

Item Category April 2019 July 2019
October 

2019
Contracts 
(>£50k TCV)

All Portfolios 214 205 207

Flagged as a 
concern 

All Portfolios 8 4 2

Capital 
Contracts

All Portfolios 9 9 5

 

Children, Education and Families  0 0 35

Adult Care and Health 82 82 72

Public Protection and Enforcement 0 0 5

Executive, Resources and Contracts 0 0 55

Environment and Community 
Services

21 14 15

Education, Children and Families 36 36 0

Resources Commissioning and 
Contract Management

58 56 0

Renewal and Recreation and 
Housing

10 12 25

Portfolio

Public Protection and Safety 7 5 0

Total  214 205 207

Red 11 10 12

Amber 83 74 72

Yellow 83 82 83
Risk Index

Green 37 39 40

Total  214 205 207

Red 72 55 50

Amber 24 23 48

Yellow 49 45 24
Procurement 

Status

Green 69 82 85

Total  214 205 207

Procurement 
Status

Imminent 3 0 5

Total  3 0 5
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Appendix 2 - Contracts Register Key and Background Information

Contract Register Key

1.1    A key to understanding the Corporate Contracts Register is set out in the table below.

Register 
Category

Explanation

Risk Index Colour-ranking system reflecting eight automatically scored and weighted criteria 
providing a score (out of 100) / colour reflecting the contract’s intrinsic risk

Contract ID Unique reference used in contract authorisations 
Owner Manager/commissioner with day-to-day budgetary / service provision responsibility  
Approver Contract Owner’s manager, responsible for approving data quality
Contract Title Commonly used or formal title of service / contract
Supplier Main contractor or supplier responsible for service provision 
Portfolio Relevant Portfolio for receiving procurement strategy, contract award, contract 

monitoring and budget monitoring reports  
Total Contract 
Value

The contract’s value from commencement to expiry of formally approved period 
(excludes any extensions yet to be formally approved)

Original Annual 
Value

Value of the contract its first year (which may be difference from the annual value 
in subsequent years, due to start-up costs etc.)

Budget Approved budget for the current financial year. May be blank due to: finances being 
reported against another contract; costs being grant-funded, complexity in the 
finance records e.g. capital (also applies to Projection)

Projection Expected contract spend by the end of the current financial year
Procurement 
Status

Automatic ranking system based on contract value and proximity to expiry. This is 
designed to alert Contract Owners to take procurement action in a timely manner. 
Red ragging simply means the contract is nearing expiry and is not an implied 
criticism (indeed, all contracts will ultimately be ragged ‘red’).

Start & End 
Dates

Approved contract start date and end date (excluding any extension which has yet 
to be authorised)

Months duration Contract term in months
Attention  Red flag indicates that there are potential issues, or that the timescales are tight 

and it requires close monitoring.   (also see C&P Commentary in Part 2) 
Commentary Contract Owners provide a comment – especially where the Risk Index or 

Procurement Status is ragged red or amber. 
Governance and Contracts Directorate may add an additional comment for 
Members’ consideration
The Commentary only appears in the ‘Part 2’ Contracts Register

Capital Most of the Council’s contracts are revenue-funded. Capital-funded contracts are 
separately identified (and listed at the foot of the Contracts Register) because 
different reporting / accounting rules apply

  Contract Register Order

1.2 The Contracts Register is output in Risk Index order. It is then ordered by Procurement Status, 
Portfolio, and finally Contract Value. Capital contracts appear at the foot of the Register and 
‘contracts of concern’ (to Governance and Contracts Directorate) are flagged at the top.
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Risk Index

1.3 The Risk Index is designed to focus attention on contracts presenting the most significant risks 
to the Council. Risk needs to be controlled to an acceptable level (our risk appetite) rather than 
entirely eliminated and so the issue is how best to assess and mitigate contract risk. Contract 
risk is assessed (in the CDB) according to eight separate factors and scored and weighted to 
produce a Risk Index figure (out of 100). These scores are ragged to provide a visual reference.

Procurement Status

1.4 A contract’s Procurement Status is a combination of the Total Contract Value (X axis) and 
number of months to expiry (Y axis). The table below is used to assign a ragging colour. 
Contracts ragged red, amber or yellow require action – which should be set out in the 
Commentary. Red ragging simply means the contract is nearing expiry and it is not an implied 
criticism (indeed, all contracts will ultimately be ragged ‘red’).

3 months Requires an agreed plan
6 months Develop / test options
9 months Consider options
12 months No action required
18 months

£5k - £50k £50k - £100k £100k - £173k £173k - £500k >£500k

Period 

Total Contract Value

Procurement / Commissioning Status
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Risk 

Index

Contract 

ID
Owner Approver Contract Title Supplier Name Portfolio Total Value

Original 

Annual Value
Budget Projection

Proc. 

Status
Start Date End Date

Months 

Duration
Attention Capital

n 344 Alice Atabong Sara Bowrey Housing - Tenancy Support Services for Young People DePaul UK Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

1,348,273 289,975 g 01/10/2016 30/09/2020 48

n 119 Alice Atabong Sara Bowrey Adults - Tenancy Sustainment for Women in Refuges 
Bromley and Croydon 

Women's Aid

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

524,110 104,822 g 01/01/2016 31/12/2020 60

n 3771 Philip Dodd Sara Bowrey Housing Needs: Provision of Temporary Accommodation Kent Housing Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

102,557 43,953 g 01/07/2018 31/03/2020 21

n 1466 Lynnette Chamielec Sara Bowrey
Housing - Private Sector Leasing for use as Temporary 

Accommodation
DaBora Conway Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

81,120 27,040 g 06/02/2017 05/02/2020 36

n 3716 Glynn Gunning Sara Bowrey HOPE – Homeless Reduction Act Module
Home Connections Lettings 

Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

75,250 58,750 g 16/01/2018 15/01/2020 24

n 117 Lynnette Chamielec Sara Bowrey
Adults - Supporting People - Tenancy Support Services for 

Homeless People 
Evolve Housing + Support

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

1,186,482 197,747 g 01/10/2014 30/09/2020 72

n 347 Alice Atabong Sara Bowrey Housing - Tenancy Support Services Hestia Housing and Support

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

780,404 195,101 g 01/10/2016 30/09/2020 48

n 3773 Christine Gray Sara Bowrey
IT System - Housing Record & Document Management 

System

Northgate Information 

Solutions Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

71,359 89,072 g 01/04/2018 31/03/2020 24

n 300 Lynnette Chamielec Sara Bowrey
Housing - Private Sector Leasing for use as Temporary 

Accommodation
Orchard and Shipman PLC

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

7,812,100 1,562,420 g 01/04/2016 31/03/2021 60

n 2590 Tracey Wilson Sara Bowrey Housing - Framework for Essential Household Goods Multiple Suppliers

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

608,000 152,000 g 01/04/2017 31/03/2021 48

n 2594 Christine Gray Sara Bowrey IT System - Housing Information Systems
Orchard Information Systems 

Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

791,548 233,832 g 10/04/2017 09/04/2022 60

n 3699 Tim Woolgar Colin Brand Provision of Library Services Greenwich Leisure Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

40,833,536 4,724,066 g 01/11/2017 31/10/2027 120

n 4873 Alicia Munday Colin Brand Mytime Active - Beckenham Spa MyTime Active

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

15,600,000 390,000 g 01/04/2019 31/03/2059 480

n 4878 Alicia Munday Colin Brand Mytime Active - FRIL Pavilion MyTime Active

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

10,000,000 250,000 g 01/04/2019 31/03/2059 480

n 4877 Alicia Munday Colin Brand Mytime Active - FRIL for High Elms Golf Course MyTime Active

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

2,000,000 50,000 g 01/04/2019 31/03/2059 480

n 4875 Alicia Munday Colin Brand Mytime Active - FRIL Lease for Bromley Golf Course MyTime Active

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

1,000,000 25,000 g 01/04/2019 31/03/2059 480

n 4876 Alicia Munday Colin Brand Mytime Active - FRIL for Crofton Halls MyTime Active

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

1,000,000 25,000 g 01/04/2019 31/03/2059 480

n 4874 Alicia Munday Colin Brand Mytime Active - FRIL for Biggin Hill MyTime Active

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

400,000 10,000 g 01/04/2019 31/03/2059 480

n 33 Lizzi Hewitt Colin Brand Norman Park Athletics Track
Norman Park Track 

Management Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

375,000 37,680 g 01/04/2014 31/03/2024 120

n 4917 Tim Horsman Sara Bowrey Idox and Uniform Idox Software Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

307,980 102,660 g 01/06/2019 31/05/2022 36

n 4918 Lorraine McQuillan Lydia Lee

Consultancy Agreement for the provision of a Business 

Improvement District (BID) in West Wickham Town Centre in 

the London Borough of Bromley

Savills Pace-Shaping &amp; 

Marketing Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

53,900 53,900 g 01/06/2019 31/12/2020 19

n 3615 Lydia Lee Colin Brand Biggin Hill Memorial Museum works Building Associates Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

1,929,956 1,326,343 g 28/08/2017 31/01/2020 29 Capital

n 3815 Lydia Lee Colin Brand Crystal Palace Park Cafe Build Lengard Ltd

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

1,332,575 1,211,432 g 30/01/2018 16/11/2019 21 Capital

Contract Register Report  -  £50k Portfolio Filtered - Renewal and Recreation and Housing

Oct-19
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n 3818 Lydia Lee Colin Brand Crystal Palace Park Regeneration plan AECOM  new

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

812,240 497,648 g 09/02/2016 31/01/2020 47 Capital

n 3819 Lydia Lee Colin Brand CPP Skatepark design and build Canvas Spaces Ltd  

Renewal and 

Recreation and 

Housing

332,457 332,457 g 20/03/2017 16/10/2019 30 Capital
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Report No.
CSD19139

London Borough of Bromley

PART 1 - PUBLIC

 

Decision Maker: Renewal, Recreation and Housing PDS Committee

Date: 5 November 2019

Decision Type: Non-Urgent Non-Executive Non-Key

Title: RENEWAL, RECREATION AND HOUSING PDS COMMITTEE 
WORK PROGRAMME: JANUARY- MARCH 2020 

Contact Officer: Lisa Thornley, Democratic Services Officer
Tel:  020 8461 7566   E-mail:  lisa.thornley@bromley.gov.uk

Chief Officer: Mark Bowen, Director of Corporate Services

Ward: N/A

1. Reason for report

1.1 This report updates the Committee's work programme.

________________________________________________________________________________

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 The Committee is invited to review its work programme for the period January to March 
2020.
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Corporate Policy

1. Policy Status: Existing policy.  PDS Committees are encouraged to review their work 
programmes.

2. BBB Priority: Excellent Council.      
________________________________________________________________________________

Financial

1. Cost of proposal: No cost      

2. Ongoing costs: N/A.      

3. Budget head/performance centre: Democratic Services

4. Total current budget for this head: £358,740

5. Source of funding: Existing 2019/20 revenue budget
________________________________________________________________________________

Staff

1. Number of staff (current and additional):  There are 8 posts (6.79 fte) in the Democratic Services 
Team.  

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours: Preparation of the Work Programme report 
can normally be expected to take 2-3 hours  

________________________________________________________________________________

Legal

1. Legal Requirement: No statutory requirement or Government guidance.      

2. Call-in: Not applicable.  PDS Report.
________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Impact

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected): Borough-wide 
________________________________________________________________________________

Ward Councillor Views

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments?  N/A. 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:  N/A
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3. COMMENTARY

3.1 Each PDS Committee has a responsibility to develop and review its work programme balancing 
the key roles of:

 Holding the Executive to account;
 Policy development and review; and
 External scrutiny.

3.2 The Committee is invited to consider its work programme having regard to guidance at Section
8 of the Scrutiny Toolkit and in consultation with the Renewal, Recreation and Housing Portfolio 
Holder and Chief/Senior Officers.

3.3 The Committee’s Work Programme for the period January to March 2020 is attached at 
Appendix A.  

Non-Applicable Sections: Policy/Financial/Legal/Personnel

Background Documents:
(Access via Contact 
Officer)

Previous Work Programme reports.
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ANNEX A

Report Title Report Author PH Decision
(Yes/No)

Renewal, Recreation and Housing Policy Development and Scrutiny Committee – 21 January 2020
Matters Outstanding from Previous Meetings LT No

Capital Programme Monitoring  TP Yes

Draft Budget 2020/21 CM No

Tenancy Support Services for the Homeless LC

Update Report – Homeless Housing 
(To go to all RR&H PDS Meetings as requested by Members in Minute 36 – 03/09/19) LC/TW No

Renewal, Recreation and Housing Portfolio Plan NT/LL No

Town Centres Development Programme Update SR No

Work Programme LT No

Exempt Reports
Renewal, Recreation and Housing Policy Development and Scrutiny Committee – 25 March 2020
Matters Outstanding from Previous Meetings LT No

Budget Monitoring KL/PT Yes

Mears Ltd Contract Performance Report LC No

Orchard and Shipman – Provision of Housing Services LC

Annual Contract Performance Report – Orchard and Shipman LC No

Annual Housing, Regeneration and Planning Portfolio Plan NT/LL No

Update Report – Homeless Housing 
(To go to all RR&H PDS Meetings as requested by Members in Minute 36 – 03/09/19) LC/TW No

Expenditure on Consultants P Gibbs No

Provision of Library Services – Contract Peformance Report  (as indicated by TW in Minute 33 – 03/09/19) TW No

Town Centres Development Programme Update SR No
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Report Title Report Author PH Decision
(Yes/No)

Planning Performance and Planning Enforcement TH/JS No

Chairman’s Annual Report Chairman No

Work Programme LT No

Exempt Reports

To be arranged

Renewal and Recreation

Report - Penge High Street
Report - Orpington Regeneration Strategy
Update - Provision of Full Fibre Broadband
Report - Crystal Palace Masterplan (to be submitted after the planning application has been considered)
Update - Orpington Masterplan (as indicated by VR in Minute 35 – 03/09/19)
Update - Chislehurst Library (requested by Cllr Benington in Minute 36 – 03/09/19) 

Housing

Report – Banbury House (SB)
Update – Traveller Sites (SB)
Report – Tender for York Rise Modular Units
Presentation by new Contractor for York Rise Modular UnitsP
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